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Basic Income Mid- and Post-Crisis, Lessons
from Mincome Experiment
COVID-19 Lifted the Curtain on a Broken
System
Quick Takes
COVID-19 magnified existing social ills and flaws in our current system. From inadequacy of
employment insurance, the digital divide and economic class divisions, to groups who are left
behind pre-pandemic — the ones more vulnerable in the midst of the pandemic. There is now a
realization that the essential frontline workers are often the ones who do not have a livable wage.
The issues of seniors and children has long been neglected and have also been brought up to the
surface.

Income Disparity
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought lots of flaws in our system to the surface. Existing
employment insurance and welfare systems proved to be highly inadequate, inefficient and
outdated for the 21st century. The food banks in the U.S. have seen long line-up with a lot of first
timers, while demands in Canada are also rising. The reality of the current economic system is
that a lot of people are consistently one or two pay cheques away from losing their homes and
having the means to survive. Losing a job could quickly put people in a very precarious situation.
As the pandemic unfolds, some homeless end up sleeping on bus shelters or without a roof or a
safe place to shelter-in-place from the pandemic. Homeless people stayed away from shelters
either from fear of contracting the virus or because the shelters have closed to prevent spread.
Meanwhile, people with disability are also often left out and treated under an inadequate
disability social assistance system. Meanwhile, the prison became a hotspot for the propagation
of COVID-19 virus. COVID-19 shone a spotlight on the over-incarceration over minor crimes
that disproportionately affect minorities.
Cases of people falling into economic distress is nothing new. But the COVID-19 crisis quickly
put a large number of people in the shoes of those often overlooked by our current system — the
people who constantly struggle to have enough cash to put food on the table. Those who lost
their jobs must contend not only with loss of income, but also the sudden loss of benefits — such
as medicine or hospital costs for Americans who live in a developed country that still do not
have universal health care to this day. Those who need expensive life-saving drugs are suddenly
unable to afford them.
A large portion of the population suffers poverty or are economically classified as belonging to
low-income earners. 28% of Canadians with under $20,000 annual income are considered poor,
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while 21% living below the low-income measure (LIM) — i.e. below median — are considered
lower income. Therefore half of all Canadians were already struggling to get by even before the
pandemic hit.

COVID-19 also exposed the fact that a lot of essential frontline workers are not getting paid
enough to live. This has been the case for a long time, but nobody seems to have been paying
attention nor care. Their pay are below livable wage. That is why when Canada quickly decided
that $2,000 is what is needed to survive and provided Canadian Emergency Relief Benefit
(CERB). The essential frontline workers who continued to work were excluded and are worse off
than people staying at home to quarantine. CERB started off as being very limited and was
continuously expanded after criticism for having excluded people in various groups.
A large number of low-paying frontline workers in the U.S. are also African-Americans or
visible minorities. The minorities make up a smaller percentage of the population, but their
community have seen higher percentages of COVID-19 related hospitalization or deaths. In
Canada, reports of COVID-19 cases have shown that low-income households and those on
shared housing are more prone to getting infected with COVID-19. Aside from the frontline
workers, people falling under these groups were also the ones who cannot afford to have
disposable income and rainy day funds, and they were the first ones to be affected with job
losses. Especially worse hits are African-American single mothers, who are among the first to
fall and get evicted.
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Socio-Economic Crisis
Systemic Bias
Even before the COVID-19 crisis hit, wages have stagnated for decades now, and what were
once mostly upper middle class are increasingly falling at the edge of lower middle class and
low-income threshold. As poverty increases, crime increases. Instead of tackling the root cause
of the problem, government chose to pour money into police force instead. Police who used to be
the friendly neighborhood police were increasingly militarized as use of force increases. The
increased use of force tends to attracts power hungry and violent individuals with abusive
behaviors, including those who abuse their spouses. It also attracts white supremacists who use
the force to legitimize their violent act. African-Americans and other minorities in poor
neighborhoods are randomly stopped and presumed to be suspects of crimes.
Systemic bias in a society might not be overt. But minorities are more likely to become
impoverished. And those who are impoverished (minority or not) are at higher risk of falling into
crime (whether having crime committed against them or being manipulated or controlled by
criminals and crime organizations). Minorities are also more likely to be stopped for random
searches. Minor possession of marijuana or addictive substance from random searches often
lands the mostly poor people and minorities in jail. The incarcerated population
disproportionately consists of large numbers of impoverished indigenous people in Canada or
minorities in the United States. Meanwhile, white-collar crime that cheated main street investors
out of billions through fraud like subprime mortgage have largely avoided prosecution.
As people work from home, the lower-wage workers, who are unable to work from home, were
the first ones to be laid off without pay. As classes go online, the digital rift between the have
and have nots were exposed. Schools scramble to provide for low-income households who don’t
have good internet bandwidth or devices for online classes. Lower income families are left
behind and suffers from the digital divide. The increased prices of goods and the need to
stockpile disproportionately affects the lower income and seniors. Lower income earners are
often at higher risk of having chronic disease and are at higher risk of complications if they
contracted the COVID-19 virus.
Increased Vulnerability to Exploitation
Spouses and kids in lower income are also more vulnerable to becoming victim of abuses. The
lower income earners are more likely to be incarcerated and are also a group most vulnerable to
being abused. A survey of those incarcerated shows high numbers who have been abused as a
kid. This has sometimes led to false correlations that abused kids are more likely to commit
crime. But the fact is a large numbers of abused kids (from low income, hostile environments
and victims of pedophilia) are not more likely to commit crimes.
The constant refrain that “we are in this together” during the pandemic might ring hollow for
some. The neglected migrant workers in cramped quarters, or people packed in houses so they
can afford to have roof over their head, were the ones that are at a higher risk of being infected
with the COVID-19 virus. The indigenous reserves in Canada, where people mostly live in
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cramped houses with unclean water, are at higher risk should COVID-19 reach their community.
Singapore migrant workers camp and meat plant workers in Canada’s Alberta province are just a
few examples.
Canada have instituted a temporary foreign worker (TFW) system to create cheap labor. Some
critics fear there is a risk that this could provide a pathway for employers to keep wages low.
That instead of raising wages to a fair livable level to attract and retain employees, they will just
resort to temporary foreign workers. Some fear this opens these workers to exploitation and
creates a system of serfdom or a second-class citizen similar to slave workers of the American
sugar plantation. These second-class citizens have no chance of becoming permanent citizens
and are often denied the same rights as others in the country. One migrant worker, who have
seen fellow migrant workers die of COVID-19 as cases in their work place increased, was
interviewed by a Canadian news program. He compared their condition to slavery. They have no
health insurance and do not have similar worker’s rights as Canadians. Politicians who are antiimmigration favors such a system and claim professional skilled workers are included among the
TFWs also. But Canada already have a system that awards points for skilled workers to
permanently immigrate to Canada, which is a healthier way to integrate people to be part of the
community with all the rights a local worker would get. There are lots of people unemployed in
Canada who will be willing to work the jobs if paid a livable wage that would allow them to
settle in their community, rather than constantly switching jobs, if only an employer would invest
in their employee through better wages. It is equally important that there is a willingness to train
rather than just quickly give up and seek low paid staff through TFW.
The world’s conflict zones threaten to be another hotspot for transmission of COVID-19 such as
Africa and the Middle East. Yemen was already dealing with a cholera outbreak and now must
contend with COVID-19, which will likely be underreported since their infrastructures and
health facilities are in disarray. If not controlled, COVID-19 could spread to neighboring
countries piling on to any existing cases. Aside from the pandemic, the income insecurity and
anxiety takes a heavy mental toll on a lot of ordinary people, much more so for those on lower
income. Health care workers warn about increased suicide rate. There were reports of increased
suicide due to Lebanon’s economic crisis.
While the pandemic exposed the vulnerability in our support system, similar crisis exists at all
times due to no one’s fault but by unfortunate turn of events. Various micro-crisis happens all the
time with some worse than others. Some are individual crisis while others are either caused by
nature or humans affecting the most vulnerable.

Neglect of Seniors and Children
The long-time neglect in the long-term care homes for elderly and those with disability or
chronic debilitating diseases have also been exposed. The constant government cuts to health
care and to inspections on these facilities means years of atrocious conditions went unchecked. If
the Canadian military called in to help had not became whistleblowers, their letter of concerns
would still not have been publicized. They have wondered why no actions were being taken after
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they raised concerns over long-term care home conditions, which they have described as worse
than anything they have seen overseas.
Government officials are responsible for earlier cuts to inspections, and now sit as board of
directors in the multi-million dollar companies who owns these facilities. These facilities were
already understaffed before the pandemic hit. In order to maximize profits, these facilities use
personal support workers (PSW) who are underpaid, understaffed, overworked, unregulated and
undertrained for the jobs. A lot of new immigrants and those struggling to find jobs settled for
non-livable survival wage jobs being offered for PSW, having to work multiple jobs and multiple
long-term care homes just to get by. The seniors, PSW and nurses (who were increasingly cut
and replaced with low-paid PSW who do not get any benefits) are all casualties of profit focused,
austerity minded approach of recent years.
Seniors, who did have some semblance of basic income in Canada through Old Age Security
(OAS) and a Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS) — top-up for poorer seniors — has seen
their payment increased as part of government relief for COVID-19. The fact is before COVID19 some seniors were already not getting the full $1,800 maximum. Seniors poverty was at a
high of 30% in the 1970s before government improved OAS, GIS and the Canadian Pension Plan
(CPP) that lead to reduction of seniors’ poverty to 5% in 1995. But this downward trend saw a
reversal after 1995 as CPP, private pensions and benefits for the elderly stagnated. Due to the
lack of new actions from the government to address the changing socio-economic landscape,
seniors’ poverty rates are now on the uptrend.
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Retirees who continue to work past their retirement should do so at their own accord rather than
being forced back to work in order to survive, due to lack of good pension or pension
disappearing with a company’s bankruptcy. Some are now calling for pension to be protected
and managed as a separate fund and not tied to a company’s insolvency. A lot of seniors could
use permanent help by becoming part of a standard basic income program that automatically
adjusts with inflation and low-income measures such as LIM.
Childhood poverty are also a major concern even before the pandemic hit. Aside from the digital
divide and being left behind on education compared to children from non-low income families,
about 2.1 million children are at risk of hunger as COVID caused unemployment could see
increased number of children relying on school breakfast programs. In Canada, the government
announced reduction in child poverty due to the limited child version of basic income through
Canada Child Benefit (CCB). But the problem is far from resolved as Canada still ranked
number 30th of the 38th wealthiest nation in terms of support for children and youth. Three of
worse federal ridings are in Manitoba with a 63% rate in child poverty. The bottom line is you
cannot solve child poverty without solving poverty in general. Children that fall under the
current foster system or states child welfare are not necessarily orphans. In fact, the current
Canadian indigenous child welfare and foster system are often used against impoverished
indigenous family, and those still struggling to recover from residential school abuses and
trauma. This is increasingly coming under criticism and adds to the compounding problems from
past indigenous policies such as the 60s scoop.
Years of education cuts due to austerity and ill planned budget deficit means that classroom sizes
kept increasing as teachers were laid off. This reduces personal interaction and attention that a
teacher can normally accord to the students, especially the younger kids. The COVID-19 crisis
magnified those challenges as parents and educators ask government for more funding to reduce
class sizes and reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission.
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What is Old is New Again
Quick Takes
There is an old idea that has gained a new focus as policy makers seek new solutions to tackle
the flaws and shortcomings of the current system that has been exposed by the pandemic. A fix
that could withstand the challenges that will remain after the pandemic and in any future crisis.
The Canadian Mincome experiment, the U.S. experiments in the 1970s and past and current
studies and pilots from around the world, provides enough information on how a basic income
could work to help resolve the current and future crisis. This includes looking at the history of
basic income that almost lead to implementations in Canada and the U.S.

An Old Idea
There is an old idea that is new again. But it’s worth studying how it failed in the past with the
hopes that we don’t fall into the same mistake again.
The Concept of Caring and the Increasing Regression
The concept is as old as the human civilization — going back to times of the hunter-gatherer
society — where no one is left to go hungry unless everyone is. But as we transform to
agriculture then industrial revolutions, early thinkers such as U.S. founding father Thomas Paine
saw the threat of increasing inequality. To avoid any resentment that he realized would follow,
he proposed a “ground rent” for every person rich or poor. This was around 1795. Others before
and after him have also proposed similar proactive and preventative solutions.
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The New Deal seems to have saved America from the worse effect of the 1930s global Great
Depression. The increasing mistrust in government and social unrest was somewhat abated
temporarily. President Roosevelt was able to reassure the people and stopped the panic and risk
of rushed withdrawals and banks failure. Contrast that with the rising fascism, xenophobia and
hatred that rode on the backs of the 1930s Great Depression to become mainstream in some parts
of Europe. But by the 1960s, as economy starts to fizzle again, urban unrest in the U.S. was on
the rise once more. It was triggered by a combination of economic hardship and unresolved
systematic discrimination that had kept a large segment of minority poor.
The civic unrest somewhat abated with the information technology stock market boom of the
1980s and 1990s, leading to increased income and economic growth. However, Reagan’s trickledown experiment that deregulated the New Deal era of oversight against monopoly has a longterm effect and leads to worsening inequality. Despite the economic boom due to advancement
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in technology, the fissure in the fabric of society remains and continued growing as wage
stagnated and inequality increased.
The increasing precariousness threatens to explode from a population who felt marginalized. We
saw that happen during the Arab springs where populations, long suppressed by a dictatorial
government and who now faces economic hardship and a bleak future prospect, rose up despite
the odds and violence exacted against them. While the current Minneapolis riot was sparked by
police brutality that rekindled unresolved injustices against African-Americans for centuries, the
embers underneath likely includes pent-up anger at the social and economic injustices that the
people felt were getting worse.
Modern Basic Income Considerations
The increasing economic insecurities even before Reagan’s time had drove policy makers to seek
new forms of socio-economic policy. The 1960s and 1970s saw several basic income
experiments conducted in the U.S. with the support of more than a thousand economists. In 1974
to 1979 a basic income experiment called Mincome was conducted in the Canadian province of
Manitoba with one saturated site at the town of Dauphin, where everyone is eligible to receive
basic income.
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. also appears to appreciate the impact that a basic income would
bring. He recognized that the civil rights fights rest on lifting the oppressed from poverty. He
envisioned an empowered population able to lift themselves up and challenge the systematic
socio-economic injustices stacked against them. He wrote about guaranteed income in his last
book as part of the solution for his Poor People’s campaign, to give people trapped in poverty a
fighting chance. However, he will not be able to see through his campaign as he was assassinated
on April 4, 1968.
There was already recognition at that time that there will not be enough work with pay that is
sufficient to meet everyone’s basic survival needs. In 1969, Canada, Ontario’s Progressive
Conservative premier John Robarts stated as-much when he called for an annual guaranteed
income to be considered. His Progressive Conservative federal equivalent Robert Stanfield also
supports a basic income calling the existing social assistance a patchwork quilt that did not
alleviate suffering nor cover those who are most in need. He states that “it is like sending a man
into storm with half a raincoat”.

Landmark train station in Dauphin, Manitoba that remains to this day
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The closest a basic income got to being implemented nationally was Nixon’s Family Assistance
Plan, which is a form of basic income. Despite Nixon’s tainted record from the Watergate
scandal, he did not grew up from a wealthy family and knew how family struggling financially
looked like. When he proposed his basic income plan to America, he lamented on how his
parents struggled financially when his brother got sick from tuberculosis and died at age 24. His
proposal, which came out of research works done by the Kennedy and Johnson era’s anti-poverty
committee, passed Congress only to be blocked by bi-partisan status quo Senators. The vehement
objectors included bi-partisan Senators from the South who feared the loss of workers in the
plantation and people to iron their clothes (a sentiment expressed in the book “The Politics of A
Guaranteed Income” by Harvard Professor Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who was involved in
Kennedy and Johnson’s anti-poverty campaign and became Nixon’s adviser).
Nixon introduced his plan amidst growing civic unrest due to racial and social injustices.
Moynihan described in his book the growing civic unrest at that time. “Social malaise” was on
the rise and there were police beating “mobs”, with reported deaths in Miami and more beatings
in Chicago. Young New York city scientist Paul Weaver observed that “the social fabric of New
York is coming to pieces”, and “there was growing frustration and distrust”. It was widely held
that the American republic was caught up in “the most serious domestic crisis since the Civil
War”. In 1965, there were 4 major riots and civil disturbances (including the Watts Riots in the
Watts district of Los Angeles among the Black urban population on June 4, 1965). In 1966, it
rose to 21 major riots and civil disorders. By 1967, there were 83 major riots and civil
disturbances in cities.
According to Moynihan, Nixon decided on the Family Assistance Plan on three propositions:
1. The poor, especially the Black poor, were being destroyed by the existing welfare system.
This was becoming the most serious social problem of the time.
2. After so very long it was time to bring the South back into the mainstream of American
life. The South was kept apart and the nation kept divided because of poverty.
3. It was necessary to prove that government could work. There was indeed a “crisis of
confidence in the capacity of government to do its job”.
A week after Nixon’s public address introducing the Family Assistance Plan, Gallup poll showed
that 65% of the public support with 20% unfavorable while 15% had no opinion.
The main players in the Nixon’s attempt to introduce a guaranteed income through Family
Assistance Plan came from across the political spectrum. Such cross-partisan co-operation would
increasingly become rare after Nixon. Perhaps that is why left academic Noam Chomsky called
Nixon the last progressive president on 2014 during Obama’s presidency. Chomsky was
frustrated with the growing wealth gap, wage stagnation and simple economic problems (where
ordinary people’s consumption were increasingly reduced thereby cutting back on Main Street’s
economic growth). Despite Nixon’s political failing, he did increase the minimum wage,
expanded social security and food stamps benefits, and increased funding to states and
municipalities. Nixon also moved desegregation forward in the South earning scorn from
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southern politicians and his rival Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan. He also tried
to pass a comprehensive health care insurance that some claim is more progressive than
Obamacare. Most of these policies would later be considered progressive policies that regressed
through inaction or cuts by successive administration after him, both Democrats and
Republicans.
One of the persons instrumental in getting Nixon’s Family Assistance Plan passed on Congress is
Ways and Means committee chair Wilbur D. Mills, a Democrat who was a fiscal conservative.
The passing in the House was hailed as “the last days of white supremacy”. Just like Nixon he
was able to work through his ideological bias of giving “free money” and carefully studied the
basic income proposal. When he finally fully understood the guaranteed income plan, a light
bulb turned on and he became a proponent declaring:
“when we were boys and a man’s barn burned down, all the neighbors pitched in and helped
him build another one. All we’re doing here is pitching in and helping this man to help himself”.
The House passed the Family Assistance Plan on April 1970. A majority of both Democrats and
Republicans voted in favor with a total votes of 243 for and 155 against (Democrats voted 141 to
83 in favor, Republicans voted 102 to 72 in favor. i.e. 63% Democrats and 59% Republicans).
The Southern delegation voted overwhelmingly against it (of 102 votes from the South, 79
against and 17 for). But when it reached the Senate Finance Committee headed by Democrat
Senator Long, it devolves into conspiracy and misinformation. Senator Long had called welfare
mothers as “brood mares”. He prefers his own “workfare” proposal that protects “the interest of
Southern economic elites” (Bertram, 2015, p. 87). Senator Long fears Nixon’s guaranteed
income would undermine his proposal.
While supporters came from the left and the right, it also divided civil rights groups, including
social service personnel and scientists. The opponent came from both the extreme left and right.
The extreme left, who by Moynihan’s account would rather see the house burn down, while the
extreme right are the white Southern politicians who would rather preserve the racially divisive
status quo. Senator McCarthy helped stage a public trial hearing before the Senate’s vote,
tapping into the left mistrust of Nixon and using welfare mothers as witnesses to sway the
Democrats to vote against it. Just like Canada’s introduction of universal health care, opposition
sometimes came from those whose clients were supposed to benefit the most. Their fear for
change likely complicated by a well-funded disinformation campaign. Canada’s universal health
care was initially opposed by some doctors influenced by disinformation from the American
health insurance industry. Nixon’s plan was strongly opposed by what Life magazine said are the
“170,000 welfare bureaucrats’ resistance to change”.
As the bill dies on the Senate floor, Senator Hartke plead for support. He said, “The longer we
allow a system of national failure to create a culture of personal failure, the larger the costs of
redeeming ourselves will be”. The Washington Post said there was mean mindedness on the right
and showboating on the left (Moynihan, 1973, p. 541). Moynihan said the middle kept quiet by
threat of punishment by the left and the right who were against it, including from the “radical”.
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The post-Nixon era saw socio-economic policies headed in the opposite direction away from the
principles of basic income. Soon after the defeat of basic income in the Senate floor, Senate
Finance Committee moved to cut welfare eligibility and allowed more invasive entry to welfare
homes. Policy post-Nixon era headed towards austerity and the damaging workfare that was
implemented to allow massive cuts to social assistance. A workfare or job guarantee often ends
up doing more harm than good and limit people’s potential to thrive and get a better career to see
them through retirement. People end up being denied of their time to retrain on jobs of their
choosing. Instead, they are forced to take mandatory jobs that are often dead-end and low paying,
or even in some cases unpaid work in exchange for inadequate social assistance. Economists
keep warning about poverty trap and the flawed design of welfare. Policy makers from Nixon’s
time already recognized a less convoluted fix to the flawed system. But their work was sidetracked by politicians who are fearful of change.
This solution has been staring us in the face. It was proposed by past visionary like Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. but our bias and hang-up continue to stand in its path towards adoption. But we
need this more now than ever as we chart a new course towards a new normal (from all
indications should not be like the old normal) for post pandemic or any future crisis.

Basic Income in Post-Mincome Canada
Recently, 50 Canadian Senators out of the 105 seats, Senate signed a petition for the federal
government to convert CERB to basic income to “free up valuable time and resources” and to
“stop other groups of Canadians from falling through the cracks.” One of the signees is Senator
Marilou McPhedran of Manitoba. In an interview she gave on April 23, 2020, she cited the
Mincome experiment at Dauphin as proof basic income is the right move. Various Canadian
Senators have since spoken to the press advocating for a basic income system for mid- and postCOVID.
The Mincome experiment was conducted under the former Manitoba Premiere Ed Schreyer and
former Prime Minister (PM) Pierre Elliott Trudeau in the 1970s, but the PM’s finance minister
John Turner, was a vocal opponent of basic income. Turner successfully blocked the adoption of
basic income during a cabinet meeting in 1975 and frustrated the progressive wings of the
Liberal party. He would later resign the same year due to conflict with Trudeau on wage and
price controls. Turner’s term as finance minister was beset by world’s economic crisis and
stagflation (stagnating economy combined with rising inflation at the same time). Recently as
COVID-19 economic crisis unfolds and under repeated questioning by the press about basic
income, the former Finance Minister Bill Morneau said they quickly looked at it and decided
against it.
The Mincome experiment did not formally end until 1979 under the newly elected Progressive
Conservatives premier of Manitoba and the short-lived Federal Progressive Conservative
government of Joe Clark. Joe Clark did not share the same enthusiasm for basic income as
former Progressive Conservative leader Robert Stanfield. Progressive Conservative will return to
power under Mulroney on 1984 against the Liberals, who suffered the worst defeat of a sitting
government in history at that time. Mulroney was later reported to be looking at guaranteed
annual income. The 1984 McDonald Royal Commission during Mulroney’s term recommended
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(but never implemented) a form of more limited basic income, criticized by some as highly
inadequate. But the commission recognized the increasing work displacement, especially with
the adoption of North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

The Liberal in the opposition led by anti-basic income John Turner would criticize the
Progressive Conservative for considering guaranteed income. There was no bill introduced nor
was it ever publicly discussed by Mulroney. Later, the Liberal government under Prime Minister
Jean Chrétien would be reported to be musing about basic income and this time it was the
Conservative (PC and Reform/Canadian Alliance) turn to ridicule the idea, even though past
Conservative party leaders have supported the idea. Opposition leader from Canadian Alliance
Stockwell Day’s former Reform Party also supported the idea in 1993. When current PM Justin
Trudeau was reported to have mentioned guaranteed income in December 2018, a Conservative
columnist started attacking the idea, repeating common stereotypes such as “freeloading”. But
Canada has its enduring ardent and long-time proponent of basic income in former Progressive
Conservative Senator Hugh Segal, who was chief of staff in Mulroney’s cabinet. He was
consulted for the recent Ontario basic income pilot before it was cancelled by supposed populist
Ontario’s Progressive Conservative Doug Ford.
The COVID-19 crisis exposed the long overdue reforms that were needed. The solution proposed
by Rev. Martin Luther King Jr, the Kennedy/Johnson/Nixon’s policy researchers, and by former
Canada’s Liberal Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau, working alongside Manitoba’s NDP
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Premiere Edward Schreyer, have gotten off-track and it seems to have been forgotten by policy
makers until recently.

The Need for Change
Quick Takes
Despite government’s best effort, the targeted temporary relief due to the pandemic still leave
large numbers of people behind. Comparison is made between the speed and scope of a basic
income compared to the current system. The current intrusive welfare system is thought of as
inhumane, costly and ineffective. How does it compared to old workhouses featured in Charles
Dickens’ Oliver Twist novel? Single mother turned activist Theresa Funiciello lambasted the
U.S. welfare system as a mega business that benefits groups other than the poor. The imperative
for change becoming more apparent as policy makers who fail to act are akin to a railroad signal
operator sleeping on the switch amidst a pending disaster.

Current Targeted Relief Shortcomings
Efficiency Issues and Challenges
The federal government of Canada introduced COVID-19’s Canada Emergency Response
Benefit (CERB) relief fund and quickly decided that a $2,000 monthly payout is the survival
amount needed for people who lost their income. After several iteration and delays, some gaps
that saw people falling through the cracks remains. No matter how well intentioned the
government decision makers are, they are unable to account for all types of scenarios and people
who might need help. Changes to business relief added later on still missed startup businesses
that are at pre-revenue or profit stage. Some who might have quit their jobs to pursue their
business. Government officials did repeat WHO pronouncement that in times of crisis, speed is
key. Questions about why not simply introduce a universal basic income were repeatedly asked
by reporters. The problem with targeted relief and non-uniform rules is that some are left out and
end up resenting what they felt is unfair treatment.
People in distress should be able to get immediate relief and basic income could provide an
ongoing life-support in case the government relief is slow to arrive, such as with the case in New
Orleans after hurricane Katrina or in Puerto Rico after hurricane Maria. Historically, the
pandemic or epidemic could last several years or even centuries. Just within a few years we’ve
seen a spike in numbers of novel viruses such as SARS, MERS, H1N1 and Zika. Smallpox lasted
a long time and devastated the indigenous population in North America. The Black Plague also
lingered for several years and caused tens of millions of deaths. We are also seeing increased
rates of natural calamities. We can’t afford to wait for government’s aid for every crisis. For a lot
of cases like CERB, it continues to leave out the most vulnerable.
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It often takes great upheaval like the Great Depression for humans to be propelled into action.
But inaction could create voids that are quickly filled by nefarious forces.
This mind map lays out the differences between a crisis/ongoing universal basic income and a
targeted relief system.

Mind Map Comparing Universal Basic Income and Incremental Relief (Click image o r link
for full size image)

The upper right hand shows the recipients of basic income and the list includes various scenarios
and groups that CERB originally missed and kept missing to this day. Government had to keep
going back to the drawing board after each public outcry and opposition motion. This means a
lot of the recipients on the list must wait for each loop of the process listed at the bottom part of
the mind map. Each loop could take weeks to plan and weeks to implement, so it could be a
month before those affected see any relief. More than a month into the crisis, there are still lots
of those who are still not covered, like a student who graduated last semester but just have had
their graduation ceremony in January. But this time, they and those who were already out of
work and not eligible for EI before the COVID-19 crisis hit, might not get the same volume of
outcry for government to respond.
The government of Canada announced help for the disabled people nearly 3 months since the
shutdown occurred, leading to criticism that it took them too long. Some point out it will still
take weeks for the disabled to receive them while a lot of them are still not qualified. The $600 is
only for those on disability tax credit (DTC) and a lot of disabled people are not on DTC.
Disabled people often have underlying health complications. But the support they get are not
enough to live even before taking into account the cost of medicine and personal health care cost
for chronic conditions. The pandemic only worsens their already perilous condition described by
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one as “pure hell”, while some explored assisted dying to end their suffering as disabled people
continued to be left out from COVID relief.
Intrusive, Ineffective and a Costly System
Our intrusive and surveillance-heavy welfare system is comparable to the poor houses in old
United Kingdom that provoked Charles Dickens to write Oliver Twist (putting the inhumane
conditions of poor workhouse on spotlight). Just like before, the current welfare system gave up
on the poor and treated them as second class people. The poor are treated with suspicion, with a
system that keeps them deprived rather than lift them out of destitution. Complex gatekeeper
systems tend to be expensive and are often too little too late in providing any meaningful relief.
Theresa Funiciello, a single mother whose experiences in the welfare system propelled her to
become a passionate advocate for welfare reform and for guaranteed income — to “open the
door to social opportunity and income security”. She described the frontline of the broken
welfare system as consisting of single mothers in constant crisis.
Theresa Funiciello has numerous stories from her work at the Downtown Welfare Advocate
Centre (DWAC), a centre founded by welfare mothers. She said, “poverty is the number one
killer of children” and there were lots of kids dying, due to overused stoves from unheated
homes catching fire and higher instances of deadly diseases in impoverished children.
Theresa also decried the waste in the welfare system in a 1994 interview: “Except to poor people
themselves, poverty is mega business”. And in a speech the same year laments the
miscategorization of “work” as being paid work while “There’s a group of Americans who are
fully employed. They aren’t very well paid or they’re not paid at all. They’re called mothers; and
I’ve never heard of a mother who wasn’t a working mother. And that includes the mothers on
welfare”.
A well-designed and thoughtfully created basic income will cut through all the red tapes,
inefficiency and highly expensive system and it will be much more effective without
discriminating based on flawed human subjectiveness. There is enough evidence to show it is not
as apocalyptic as proclaimed by those who prefer austerity and dog-eats-dog, every-man-forhimself type of system.
Various interviews were conducted for our documentary project — “The Human Condition:
Survival”. One of the many people interviewed was David Calnitsky who was going through the
physical survey records of Mincome experiment that were left unanalyzed. At the time of our
interview, Mr. Calnitsky had just received his PhD but is continuing his work on analyzing the
Mincome results. But there were few notable things from qualitative analysis of the participant’s
survey response. The responses show some qualities that suggest basic income would be
beneficial for dealing with modern challenges and for minimizing the negative impacts from the
COVID-19 crisis. It gives us a glimpse of what a mature and modern economy could look like.
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A Call for Change
Our modern economic system has been exposed by COVID-19 as being highly inadequate and
full of flaws despite centuries of development and progress. A century or a thousand of years
timeline seems fleeting when compared to other species before us that roamed the Earth for
hundreds of millions of years. We went from facing the threat of extreme socialism (i.e.
perverted form of socialism where everyone is equally poor, and authoritarian centralized figure
micromanage people’s freedom — stifling independent thoughts and creativity) to living with
extreme capitalism (i.e. pro-monopoly and rent-seeking oligarchic system that crushes free and
fair enterprise, that is egregiously profit driven to the detriment of the well-being of working
classes, which has also subverted the word “free market” to protect oligarchic monopoly instead
of allowing subsidy to help common people such as farmers).
Perhaps it is time we come full circle to the base human spirit of our hunter-gatherer ancestors of
looking after each other but in the context of a large modern and vibrant society with advanced
technology. It needs not be a zero-sum game. With basic income we get the characteristic of
humanity of an uncorrupted socialism and the ideals of free-enterprise where everyone receives a
capital investment from shared wealth in society to establish a foundation through basic income.
A capital as a means to pursue their dreams and have free thoughts and ability to create and
innovate freely. Not to be held back based on what a central authority dictates an individual
should be. Not prevented from trying for fear of failing and becoming indigent. Contributions to
society in the form of new ventures, creative works, innovation and service to society are
measures of success than just purely wealth-based. A lot of people with higher income either
inherited their wealth or earn off other people’s work or from society’s shared resources.
There is a current wave of mostly peaceful protest and outpouring of support against racial
injustice that is being called by the press as a “period of reckoning”. Yet this is a path that’s been
travelled before during Selma as Blacks, Whites and people of other ethnic background joined in
protest against brutal police crackdown of a peaceful protest. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
recognized that the path to uplifting people is through guaranteed income, an effective
emancipation tool. Basic income will not change white supremacist attitude but will reduce the
effect of divisive politics and their ability to turn people against each other. The link might not be
immediately obvious for some people but Mincome experiment have shown hints of how that
could be achieved.
The politician and public servant’s job is to find creative and noble ways to solve the current
societal problem. People can be convinced by a visionary leader to pursue a transformative
policy. Plans that rely on deficit with no clear end in sight will feel like a blank cheque of
uncontrolled spending. People will balk at a costly endeavor without a well thought out and
transparent plan.
Times are changing and evidence on the feasibility of basic income is widely available for those
who care to look. The current crisis exposed the flaw in our current system and the much needed
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improvement to deal with post crisis challenges any future crisis. Stubbornly sticking with
current system and just doing minor tweaks than adopting basic income, despite the evidence
that the latter could lead to self-sufficiency and resiliency, is akin to sleeping on the switch when
a train is about to hit a brick wall.

There are various ways to fund various forms of basic income and this have been well studied
and debated over the years. If basic income were to come out of the COVID-19 crisis, then it
could be this generation’s defining moment, much more profound than what Universal Health
Care was for the generation of the much-revered Canadian Tommy Douglas. Canada and the
world sorely need a leader like Tommy Douglas, President Franklin D. Roosevelt or Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr right now. Someone who has the vision to see through an often-misunderstood
novel idea, and the courage to stand up against powerful and wealthy disinformation campaign.

The Social Effects of Income Security
Quick Takes
Government have a propensity to stick with status quo. This can be seen during the pandemic
relief plan. When called to help battered women, seen to be increasing during the pandemic,
Canadian government offers increased funding to shelters as a solution while ignoring calls for
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basic income. Basic income could have provided relief that would have covered wide groups of
people, without the usual discrimination and judgment of the welfare system between
“deserving” and “no fault of their own” against those falsely assumed to be “non-deserving” and
“fault of their own”. The link between the often misunderstood vicious cycle of poverty and
trauma cannot be minimized. Both should be tackled at the same time. The misconception about
low-income earners having lower IQ can also be traced to the interlinked problem of poverty and
trauma. While basic income is not a fix-all, the behavior seen from Mincome experiment
participants, such as increased social cohesion, could lead to more positive civic engagement and
increased confidence and well-being. Basic income is not restricted to developed nations only
but even developing nations would be able to afford a basic income and could improve world
economy and keep global social ills such as terrorism in check.

Necessity of Shelters and Food Banks
Alarms are being raised on increased cases of domestic abuses worldwide during COVID-19
lockdown. In response Canada had announced increased funding for shelters to help battered
spouses. The battered spouses and youths who normally runaway to homeless shelters have
dropped in numbers, causing chills up the spine of social workers who normally provide
assistance to those affected. Offering token funding to shelter as a means to tackle the increasing
domestic abuse problem is like surrendering the victim’s fate to be at the shelters, which will
most likely deter them from escaping to for risk of becoming homeless and impoverished
especially if they have kids.
Spending time volunteering at homeless shelter (and witnessing real-life struggle of those who
were there due to no fault of their own) could increase awareness and make people more
determined to fight for basic income. The vulnerable are often taken advantage of. In Winnipeg,
there was instances of serial killers targeting helpless homeless people. We can make homeless
shelter obsolete in our lifetime if there is political will. Then we won’t see any more needless
victims like the gentle and kind disabled regular user of food banks who was seen to have bruises
from being beaten on the street.
Shelters do some wonderful work and some also provide transitional housing or programs to
integrate people to a normal neighborhood. The difference can be seen on the face of the kids.
Kids who transitioned to a regular neighborhood away from high crime and stressful
neighborhood exhibit changes in behaviors. From a tense stressed look of a kid maturing too
soon, to a more relaxed playful kid like what a normal kid should look like. We might look back
at our social assistance system in the future as primitive and cruel for treating those who have
fallen on hard times like criminals.
The Winnipeg Harvest food bank have seen an increased demand during the COVID-19 crisis
where 81% are said to be new users. At the Three Square emergency food distribution center in
the U.S., cars start lining up for miles before sunrise. The call for donation to food banks or for
reliefs that are sometimes met with angry responses on social media from people saying they
can’t afford to give and are in trouble themselves. But people who can are donating.
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A better solution would be to give cash directly to the people through basic income without
prejudice. This should be obvious by now for anyone whose job is researching policies and
solutions as part of the task they were elected to do. It is absurd with all the evidence in our
hands to settle for token funding to shelters for homeless or battered spouses when we could stop
them from falling into homelessness in the first place.
Winnipeg Harvest is a vocal supporter of basic income. They believe basic income will eliminate
the need for food banks and they will be glad when that day happens, even if it means the need
for them to exist will cease. Basic income also helps a single mother whether they are running
away from an abusive relationship with their children or just unfortunate turn of events have
made them a widow. Government should be working to eradicate the need for food bank and
children of poor family’s reliance on school’s breakfast club for food. This can easily be done
with basic income.

Alana Baltzer, an Ontario’s basic income pilot participant described, during a North American
Basic Income Congress, the joy of having cupboards full of foods. Something people with steady
jobs don’t even think about. She described life before basic income as constantly being triggered
mentally due to fear of not having enough to live. With basic income and having her basic
survival needs met she planned to go back to school. But the cancellation of the pilot put all
those plans on hold.
Unlike welfare system, basic income is a distribution of a shared equity from society and does
not have stigma of being a mark of failure that people often associate with welfare recipients.

Staving off Widespread Meltdown
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Perilous Environment
Those who grew-up in poor neighborhoods are generally more prone to crime whether falling
victim or becoming involved in one, such as being recruited to gangs or exploited to sex works
and other survival jobs that are at the margins of society. Incarceration cost for each inmate per
year is more expensive than a post-secondary education without counting the criminal justice and
legal cost. A 40% drop in crime was seen in area of Namibia with basic income and property
crime decreased in Dauphin, Manitoba during the Mincome experiment.
As more people are displaced by COVID-19, increased rates of break-ins were reported. People
were already on the edge with reports of guns being pulled at grocery stores. People who are on
the edge of breakdown will likely be the first one to go. And sometimes they take out large
numbers of people with them through mass suicide or domestic abuses and mass murder. Even
before COVID-19, as we walk down the poor neighborhoods, where politicians normally avoid
visiting during election campaign periods, we can hear people talk about there being lots of
“broken people” in their area.
Poverty and trauma are a closed interlinked loop that only feeds a vicious cycle. They are the
main precursor of social ills. One could lead to the other. Homeless shelter organizations are well
aware that the first thing that goes when you fall into poverty, or simply faced with pending
economic insecurity, is your mental health. Meanwhile, those who suffers from trauma, whether
due to abuses or other causes, could cause them to become less productive members of society
and put them at higher risk of falling into poverty. Substance abuse and harmful addictions
usually results from mental health issues whether it is caused by income insecurity or other
traumatic causes. As COVID-19 pandemic unfolds, the already bad trend of drug abuses and
gang problems just escalated.
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Mistreatment
A militarized police more focused on use-of-force has been proven to be a poor fit for dealing
with the increasing societal mental health crisis, with warning signs going as far back as 1997.
That year in Toronto, a schizophrenia victim named Edmond Yu was shot dead by police in the
Toronto’s public transit. This propels a movement to raise awareness about the worsening effect
of homelessness on mental health issue, and inadequacy of policing in dealing with mental health
crisis. A look back at Edmond Yu’s life revealed his favorite song was the Beatle’s “Yesterday”,
offering a window to his struggle with regrets and longing for better times where he was on a
path towards his study in medicine. Sammy Yatim would become another victim in 2013, and
once again the findings would recommend de-escalation as a needed part of response to a mental
health crisis. And this year Toronto saw another case in the middle of the pandemic as family of
Regis Korchinski-Paquet questioned police’s aggressive action that lead to her fall to death from
her apartment’s balcony.

Edmond Yu

People with their stereotypes would sometimes point to indigenous populations who have a large
portion of population in poverty. As with other poorer neighborhoods, addictions are rampant.
But there is sometimes a general dismissiveness and blaming that it is “fault of their own” or the
growing missing indigenous women that they are at risk due to “their choices”. Any mention of
abuses in residential schools, 1960s scoop, and continued family breakup with the current foster
child system, are downplayed and indigenous people who are struggling are told to get over it
(and any past transgressions). The truth is for a lot of indigenous families, the trauma from
residential school abuses and deaths are still fresh in their minds. Trauma and ensuing
alcoholism tends to pass down generations. Imagine one person as a victim of abuse and being
traumatized and the consequences of that. But multiply that to a whole generation of indigenous
people who are now the parents or grandparents of the indigenous youth nowadays. A lot of their
youth are still being separated from their family through child welfare and foster care homes. In
Canada, 52 percent of children in foster care homes are indigenous children. So the same
separation from their culture and family is still ongoing at this time. Rather than tackle the
generational trauma they are envied about their isolated reserve land or tax free status like it is
enriching them when the opposite is true. They would rather be integrated to the same health
care and system enjoyed by other Canadians. The reserve land or tax free status as reparation
aside, there is no reason to exclude them from other basic health care and human rights enjoyed
by other Canadians.
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Young indigenous women are often victimized into child prostitution and crime, the perpetrator
emboldened, knowing that when the victims are indigenous, people tend to overlook and shrug
their shoulder as if it is a “fault of their own”. The stacked multi-generational trauma is just their
problem to sort out and to “get over it” and they are undeserving of any support. Some enviously
criticize their tax-free status as a windfall despite reality of the Indian act relegating them to
isolated reserves that are not conducive to supporting economic growth or personal survival.
Recovery from invisible mental injury takes time. But in the absence of a secure home or hostile
environment (such as continued abused or bullying due to social awkwardness resulting from
past abuses), then the injuries just pile up until a breaking point is reached, tantamount to a fatal
physical injury. While our society advances, science and health workers are learning more about
effective means to deal with invisible brain injuries or handicap. For instance, an autistic kid
under the old school attitude of “spare the rod, spoil a child”. It is an old way of thinking that
violence makes a person stronger. Scientific studies now show that would have done irreparable
damage to kids instead of helping them. An autistic kid acting up and being seen as evil to be
cast to hell might sound like dark age era punishment, but to this day those with mental illness or
autism or Asperger syndrome are tasered or shot at. But research now shows gentle treatment
and reminders that helps regulate kids in those spectrum. Parents can get their kids to special
class that help them without use of violence. Kids are shown to calm down and learn to regulate
themselves.
Blaming the Victim
As relief funds for COVD-19 were announced, some politicians claim they support the relief
because it is for the people who have fallen on hard times due to “no faults of their own”, while
leaving out those who have long been struggling. Assumptions are often made that the destitute
troubles are “faults of their own”, making it easier to dismiss any feelings of empathy towards
them.
A large part of the reason for addiction and social ills are caused by income insecurity and
poverty. Contrary to stereotypes that people became poor because they are lazy and engage in
addictions when the reverse is true (people become addicts due to mental problems resulting
from being impoverished or past abuses). Or the root cause could be due to other causal factor or
trauma.
An asterisk should be added to the poverty trauma link, as precursor of social ill, is ingrained
inequality and biases in the system, which causes females or people of colors being treated less
in salary or standing in society. This in turn creates a trap that adds a layer of obstacle for the
affected group to advance.
Another common prejudice is generalizing poor as people with low IQ. A lot of poor people go
on to excel after overcoming obstacles that people with secure income do not normally have to
go through. Someone facing the prospect of losing their income security, or someone who is
suffering from trauma, could see their IQ negatively affected. Those who are abused or who had
suffered other forms of trauma usually develop a cocktail of disorders from mild panic disorder
or anxieties to obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), attention deficit hyperactive disorder
(ADHD), post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), total breakdown or psychotic disorder. People
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trapped in such mental states are also more likely to be constantly in a fight or flight overdrive
leading to mistrust and leads to long-term chronic physiological illness or disease. Some might
just become irritated while others could become abusive or violent as their mental state comes
loose. But those who overcome and are able to recover after a while and stay away from a
tumultuous environment have seen their IQ recover, as was the case with Alberta’s eugenics
sterilization victim and an abused sufferer Leilani Muir.

As an aside but noteworthy nonetheless: the link above to a study on childhood trauma and IQ
defect have found that for people with psychotic disorder, that is not caused by trauma, their IQ
or cognitive ability were less affected. Other study also found that IQ is not a predetermining
factor for prejudice. Both “intelligent” and non-intelligent people could both be prejudiced. They
are more likely to engage in social Darwinism that predates Darwin’s actual scientific theory.
Unlike Darwin’s theory, social Darwinism is based on prejudice than science. Social Darwinists
use scientific theory of genetic survival of the fittest as an excuse for apathy and outright
oppressive actions against specific groups.
Similar to people from abusive environment, bullied kids are more likely to underperform. But
removed from the hostile environment they could recover and excel. The government welfare
system and its past and present system of treating kids from indigenous homes essentially took
on the role of the bully by constantly harassing people who are dealing with trauma,
compounding the problem than helping them recover.
We tend to minimize any case of abuses that are brought to light. A lot of times the victims are
instead blamed and discredited. Our brains as described by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky
are risk averse. We have a hard time accepting an uncomfortable truth and will tend towards
minimizing and rationalizing it out. This leads to victim blaming that even some victims of
domestic abuse themselves resort to.
Removing or mitigating the root cause of trauma, whether it is income insecurity or mental
distress (such as lost loved ones, calamities, bullying and abuses), could lead to positive
improvement in their IQ.
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Healing Effects of Basic Income
Basic income will help heal the wound in our social fabric. It will ease recovery and
rehabilitation from trauma, no matter what the origin, source or the form it is in. Those
recovering from trauma due to systemic injustices or from personal tragedy have a steep hill to
climb even before the added burden of facing the threat of income insecurity. Healing takes time
and basic income gives them time and income support to recover.
Basic income also allows victims of abuse to remove themselves from the abusive environment
without fear of losing their means of survival, or a roof over their heads and ending up on the
streets. With Universal Basic Income (UBI), a fund for basic survival is available to them
anytime. But if the basic income system is non-universal such as NIT, then the system needs to
be able to respond quickly, without intrusive interrogators that could make those who are
thinking of running away think twice. The system must be easily accessible and responsive. The
rule must be clear and make people trust it and be comfortable that they will not get turned down
or be stigmatized as they seek urgent help.
Conspiracy theory often spikes when people are anxious. Disinformation, whether from foreign
instigators or local pranksters, spreads farther and wider when people are anxious, whether it is
due to pandemic or economic insecurity. People become paranoid and mistrustful of government
or large organizations. This in turn leads to the rise of false savior populist leaders. When society
is anxious, voice of reason and rational thoughts are drowned out by voices of fear and hate.
Science and fact give way to paranoid xenophobic fascism and protectionism.
The Mincome experiment analyzed by Manitoba economist Evelyn Forget indicates there were
fewer hospital visits and mental health issues, along with reduced domestic abuses, accidents or
injuries. Although the experiment was short-lived, it reduced hospitalization rate by 8.5% while
the experiment was running.
One example of the effect of losing, or simply threat of losing, one’s income on a person’s
mental state are those protesting to force reopening in the midst of a COVID-19 pandemic. When
interviewed by reporters, they expressed feeling threatened by the possibility of losing their jobs
or incomes from their business. People in survival mode are less likely to think of bigger picture
and greater good. But with basic income, people can have what Roosevelt refers to as freedom
from want or fear, and start to thrive and have a sense of belonging to the community or society.
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Whether still in the midst or after the pandemic, there will likely be a huge hangover
economically and socially — including psychologically, leads to mental health issues and
despair. If we don’t pre-empt it with basic income, the cost of trying to recover or treat the
outbreak of socio-economic turmoil will be much costlier and exact longer term cost — in some
cases permanent damage to individuals and businesses. Whether it is the current pandemic, or
future crisis and the cleanup and recovery post-crisis, basic income would go a long way to calm
our collective nerves.

Positive Civic Engagement
People are often cynical about the intention of others aside from their own. Believing that given
a regular basic income, people will stop working. This have been repeatedly debunked by
various studies, but the myth persists. The Mincome experiment’s survey responders shows there
were increased social cohesion as a result of people receiving a basic income. Volunteer works
and community involvement increased.
By reforming long-term care or at-home care for elderly or the disabled, and making it an
essential social and health service, some people could be recruited to volunteer as a public
service just as volunteers currently do in hospitals. They could supplement the currently
overworked PSW workers. Some might find it hard to believe that people would do this
willingly. But there are lots of social workers who chose their profession not out of desire to get
rich, but a desire to selflessly help others. We also hear about youth volunteering to care for athome or long-term care home’s senior citizens. People might not put in as much volunteer hours
as they would like if they have to work multiple jobs or they are working long hours with barely
any spare time.
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Socio-economic uncertainty often leads to increased acrimony whether on the domestic level or
at national level. This could lead to breakups and separatist sentiments. Malicious forces
(externally and/or internally) could tap into the discontent to create division and demand for
secession. A basic income, on the other hand, is less intrusive with less overbearing centralized
control. The basic income stabilizing and calming effect against socio-economic fear and
uncertainty could foster a more co-operative mindset that we are truly “in this together”.
Basic income will empower people to better themselves says Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on the
positive effect that “will naturally come out of having guaranteed income”. He proposed
guaranteed income at a time when America was seething with social unrest and growing protest
against social injustices (including economic inequality stemming from systemic discrimination).
Dr. King, in his speech and his last book before he was assassinated, made it part of his Poor
People’s campaign.

Dr. King’s 50 th death anniversary tribute video

It is now popular to praise Dr. King’s work but it was not always that way. Dr. King was viewed
as a threat to the establishment and was an unpopular figure despite his peaceful campaign. His
popularity, even among the left, declined as he tackled uncomfortable subjects of war and
poverty. Dr. King, just like other youth activists that went on to bring institutional change, was
often ridiculed and dismissed. Johnson asked him to tone down his demand and opt for
incrementalist approach as Dr. King pushed through with his Selma’s march that eventually
forced an uncomfortable President Johnson to pass the Voting Rights Act.
Fast forward to the current century and you could hear people praising Dr. King. For instance, as
overheard in a radio interview from Winnipeg’s Canadian Broadcasting Corp (CBC) radio,
someone who studied Dr King’s work praised him as a visionary but lambasted his basic income
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idea as proof that Dr. King is also a flawed human to come up with such an idea. This is just one
of many examples of people praising visionaries after the facts. But when they were introducing
their visionary, their ideas have not yet been realized nor becomes mainstream, so they are often
ridiculed.
Basic income could lead to positive civic engagement. People in despair with pent-up frustration
could lead to violence and crime, or to mistrust and civil disobedience against establishment that
are viewed as being corrupted. With basic income, people’s civic or political engagement could
increase. The marginalized are easily manipulated and instigated by groups or people with
malicious intent. In the absence of crippling economic, inequality and stress, people will have
more time and resources to stay engaged politically and civically, rather than be disenfranchised.
Right now, the marginalized and low income earners are more likely to feel excluded and feel
disconnected, believing that anything they do is pointless and nothing will change. This leads to
apathy and a disconnect from the civic and political process.
Example from current civic action against racial injustices, instigators often engage in violence
to coerce some to joining them in acts of violence or discredit the peaceful protest. Social and
economic uncertainties is fertile ground for malevolent forces to sow discord and take advantage
of.
The increased civic engagement from an empowered people could cause concern for corrupt
career politicians who, for this reason, would rabidly oppose basic income.
Mincome and other basic income experiments have shown that with their basic needs secured,
some people will have more freedom to do what they want. That freedom translates to more
productive contribution to society and increased community services and volunteerism. Our
interview with Ontario’s basic income pilot participants has shown similar behavior.

World’s Economy
There is also a misconception that only developed countries can afford basic income. The truth
is, the less developed countries can also afford basic income for its residence. They have a lower
cost of living so their basic income will be less than developed countries. A lot of the so-called
third world countries are also rich in resources and have a wealthy segment of the population
who also does not pay a fair share of taxes. There is often a stark difference between the very
rich and the general population that are poor. Corruption is also a big problem. For the few
countries who might need aid despite their best effort (e.g. due to natural calamity), developed
countries might be able to pool together and contribute to a fund, similar to the Marshall plan, a
grand strategy to help uplift these countries to make them self-sustaining. To ensure the aids are
spent properly, a reliable standard of anti-corruption open data system should be implemented
and adopted as a precondition for any aid.
Just like developed countries, the sudden lost of income due to COVID-19 in developing
countries saw a long line-up of people trying to get relief funds. Some moved back to the
countryside hoping to have a better chance of surviving by planting their own foods. Despite the
lower standard of living in developing countries, sometimes people are happier than those from
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more developed countries due to community kinship and spirit. Even in poorer countries where
families struggled to make ends meet, we still see people volunteering their times (e.g. as a
firefighter where government funded infrastructure and support is not as strong as in developed
countries). This belies the claim that people normally tend towards doing nothing, and at the first
opportunity after getting a basic income, people will stop working. As various experiments have
already shown, volunteerism and communityship increased after basic income.

“Bayanihan” — a Filipino culture of going out of their way
to help their community in need (e.g. moving houses)

The empathy that manages to shine out of the extraordinary effort by some people who have too
little to give will only be magnified once giving a helping hand requires less of an extraordinary
effort as their basic needs are met. Cynicism will persist but we need not stop introduction of a
policy that could help millions of people for fear of a fake beggar or fraudster who in reality are
only a very small percentage of the population. In fact, with universal basic income not only the
fraudster will benefit nor should it matter, since everyone else will be far better off than them.
By ensuring everyone will have basic income, even in less developed countries, the people could
be empowered and can hold their government to account. This will help prevent creation of
despotic regimes that constantly threatens the world. And non-marginalized people are less likely
to support radical ideas. There are also various cryptocurrency projects where the amount of
basic income might seem minuscule for those on developed countries but will be life saving for
people from less developed countries. Reducing worldwide poverty will benefit everyone. The
marginalized youth are fertile ground for radicalization. Mali is among many places reported to
have issues with youth being radicalized into terrorist organizations due to various reasons,
including potential economic gain.

The Economic Effects of Basic Income
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Quick Takes
Basic income opponents often voice concerns about economic damage such “ambitious” policy
could cause. But for those who have studied basic income and did their homework, the wide
ranging positive economic effect of basic income debunked their doom and gloom claim.
Oftentimes the feared negative effect is actually a positive effect in contrast to the current
system. One such claim is on work disincentive. Another claim that is actually a good and
positive effect for society is increased wages more in line with labor’s supply and demand that a
true free marketer should be proud of. Basic income and other universal program could
streamline hiring process and cost for businesses, especially community small businesses,
allowing them to hire more people and contribute to local economy.

The Truth about Work Disincentive
Economists have been warning about a welfare/poverty trap, where those on welfare are
disincentivized from getting back to a work place that pays minimum wage as a non-livable
wage. The reason is that they are effectively taxed 100% of any new earnings. Each new
earnings leads to greater net loss for them. CERB should not be compared to UBI on work
disincentive. CERB’s non-universal payout and ever-changing requirements (where some gets
relief while others do not and therefore earn less than CERB, or where earning income might see
the CERB amount stopped) means people are disincentivized from working.
CERB exposed the flaw of existing welfare or social assistance on work disincentive. Contrary
to common misconception that basic income will be a work disincentive, it has actually been
proven to have the opposite effect. It is the current welfare system and the convoluted rules of
CERB relief fund that disincentivizes work. Basic income does not have the sudden loss of the
income security floor as is the case in both CERB and welfare. Nixon in his speech to Congress
(when he introduced his Family Assistance Plan) called the current social assistance system as:
“a system that penalizes works, breaks up homes and rob recipients of their dignity”.
Lots of millionaire CEOs going on TV claiming CERB should be stopped so people will not be
disincentivize from going back to work appears out of touch with actual conditions.
The government of Canada have been making revisions, but a lot of people are still left out with
no plans or indications they will ever be addressed. Some Canadian politicians had criticized
CERB as disincentivizing people to go back to work. Some viewed that as a criticism of those
receiving CERB due to the pandemic, and were outraged. If there are indeed those who are
choosing not to go back to work that are not due to concern for their safety, it might be the fact
that they are one of those who fell through the cracks and been left there for a while, those
earning less than needed to survive.
Ron Hikel, who was the executive director of Mincome experiment, who we were fortunate to
have interviewed, has recently been interviewed on Canada’s CBC radio and called on
government to implement basic income now so we are ready for the next crisis. He emphasized
the importance of having a properly designed basic income that will meet people’s basic needs
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where people are always better off by working more. And clear rules that give people’s
confidence knowing it will be there when needed. CERB’s complex and changing rules could
cause people to hesitate from giving up their CERB. CERB is work disincentivizing because it is
not like basic income. Basic income will not have that effect as people get a guaranteed amount
and any additional income they might have earned. Even non-universal forms like Negative
Income Tax reduces it gradually (what is called clawback or negative tax rate). Therefore, people
are always better off as they earn more income, unlike with current welfare.
Without basic income, people without income for whatever reason could end up with no means
to survive. Although Canada does have support for disabled people, even with top-up by
provinces such as the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) it is often inadequate. A lot of
them end up on the street. The working poor might have a bit of income but not enough to live
on.

Income Before Basic Income

With a basic income, those who does not earn any income will get at least the guaranteed
amount. Assuming it is set at Low-Income-Measures (LIM) of $24,183 — the Canadian LIM
threshold as of 2018. Also, assume that a negative tax rate is set at 50% (the “clawback rate”),
then the break-even level (the threshold at which any income earned above that is charged under
current positive tax rate) will be $48,366.00. This means any income earned before that threshold
will always be a net gain unlike the current welfare where new income earned are often met with
a sudden high tax rate as high as 100% of all newly earned income.
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Income After Basic Income

This means the working poor, those who gets paid minimum wage job or working multiple jobs,
can keep working and will always be better off than not working. This is why economists who
understand basic income tout it as a better system than the current welfare system.

Animated Video Showing Constant Income Gain to break -even level as Work Effort
Increases

The key is people who work are always better off than those who do not work. The middle class
and higher income earners will continue to see increase in their income above the break-even
level or threshold to positive tax, whether through their earnings or investment. Investment
returns of 10% are not uncommon for those who can afford to hire a professional investment
advisor.
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Various studies from economist Evelyn Forget and other studies from around the world have
shown that the stereotypes about basic income — such as cost and work disincentive — were
misplaced. Forget study revealed that those with decent paying jobs and bread winners are not
among those who dropped out of the labor market. The few who did are mostly youth who went
on to finish high school, rather than to quit school and start earning income early. This is
considered to have a positive long-term economic effect. Since those who quit high school are at
greater risk of being stuck in low earning wage for the rest of their lives, other groups with
reduced work effort were secondary earners. During the mid to late 1970s, they usually
comprised of mothers staying at home to care for newborn, or those who stay at home to care for
the elderly or the sick, and those engaged in other forms of volunteer work.
Various basic income experiments, such as those from the U.S. and Canada, shows that any work
effort reduction is no more than 10%. With various parts of Canada already seeing above that
percentage, even before COVID-19 (and with the expected acceleration of automation expected
to shave as much as 70% of jobs on some sectors) the low percentage is unlikely to have any
adverse effect on the labor supply. The pandemic have also lead to an acceleration in automation
of jobs and some work might not return even after the pandemic.
A common scapegoat for not implementing basic income are the poor and those addicted to
substance abuse. While Ontario’s short-lived basic income pilot showed a huge turnaround of
mental stress and health issues from participants, an often precursor to addictions, it is very
likely that those who are deep in addiction for a prolonged period of time would need more than
basic income to help them treat the chronic illness. However, basic income provides a steady
floor they can stand on as they go through rehabilitation. Absence of that floor means relapse is
more likely, they will just keep falling down the hole over and over again no matter how many
attempts at rehabilitation.
If people are assured of a basic income floor that will not be taken away, people will keep
working to supplement their basic income. Who among the current relief recipient really enjoys
staying at home than going back to work to earn more than the relief payout? Aside from
wanting a less hectic schedule to have time for family, the majority of people would rather go
back to work. Although we would rather work, we think the majority of other people would
squander any basic income that they get, a common cynical view of those “others”. People often
have aspiration and would like to keep busy to feel a sense of fulfillment and satisfaction in life.
A well-to-do individual crowing about how the poor should not be helped, since they will waste
the money on drugs or stop working like they won the lottery, are opinions based on common
misconception.
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Wage Increased for Low-Wage Essential Workers
David Calnitsky’s qualitative analysis of the survey response from Mincome experiment shows
there might be some increase in wages, and other studies cite that these increases are in low wage
workers — which includes the ones we came to realize are frontline essential workers. Some
workers, such as the Personal Support Worker (PSW), should have been receiving higher wages
like nurses or health care aides in hospitals. They are currently unregulated and report a
moderately high level of burnout. Manitoba is seeking to deal with the long-term care crisis
during COVID-19 by forcing nurses to work at long-term care homes. In 2018, the Nurses Union
warned about chronic shortage of staffing at long-term care homes due to funding cuts.
Not only does the PSW have low wages, but they also have no benefits. The lack of protective
equipment also exposed them and the elderly residents to higher risk of contracting the COVID19 virus. They are now being asked to work only in one home, and some in the press
acknowledged that the PSW would not have enough to live if forced to only work one job. A lot
of companies who operate the homes are earning millions of dollars, with one home where large
outbreaks and deaths were reported and said to be charging $5,000 per month per resident.
There is no reason to believe these essential low-paying jobs will not see increased applicants if
they have higher wages. We all have needs and desires beyond just having enough for basic
needs. We all want extra income to buy our own house, and for a vacation (which are not just
luxury but a means to unwind and protect our mental health, but it is a luxury for those who
never earned enough with just one job).
As former Progressive Conservative senator Hugh Segal points out during our interview, the
“poor people” are mostly the working poor who work multiple jobs to survive. And yet we love
to generalize and denigrate them as the undeserving poor.

Remove Disincentive to Hire Additional or Casual
Employees
To encourage work sharing, we should redesign or improve our employment and payroll taxes
such that it does not disincentivize businesses from hiring additional workers. There are those
who might prefer to work lesser hours to care for their kids, sick loved ones, or pursue their
passion even if it is not a big income generator (e.g. research, arts, or community involvement).
While there was recognition since the mid-20th century that there will not be enough livable
wage jobs for everyone, things seem to have gotten worse with increased gig workers and
precariat. The vulnerabilities of the precariat have been exposed by the COVID-19 crisis.
Even those who lost their jobs are faced with sudden loss of benefits to pay for medicine and
life-saving drugs. This could be resolved by introducing the universal pharmacare component of
the Canadian universal health care. The universal pharmacare component was never
implemented by succeeding government. Having universal pharmacare, like developed countries
of Europe, would reduce benefit and payroll cost for employers. By lowering non-wage payroll
costs and through other tax reform, small or large businesses could hire multiple non-full-time
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workers as part of a work sharing program with other employees who prefer to work fewer
hours.
Some people might think it is contradictory to be talking about non work-disincentivizing effects
of basic income in contrast to welfare while talking about the ability to reduce hours for those
who want to. But the whole point is people should be free to choose what work they want to do
and not be coerced to work a low non-livable wage job most of us are unwilling to do. There’s
always the totalitarian mindset and fear that we might run out of workers, so we have to keep
some people poor to work those jobs. Some people are always willing to take up jobs that others
are unwilling to do at the right price. If the price becomes too high then businesses could
potentially automate, which is becoming more common and affordable nowadays. In the near
term, those are more likely to affect the repetitive task handled most efficiently by robotics.
People will always want to work to supplement their basic income, and earn as much as they can
to meet their needs and to pay for hobbies they are passionate about, or to allow for a little
leisure and relaxation.
A guaranteed job dictated by a totalitarian government through coercion is unlikely to be a well
paid life, enriching non dead end job. Coerced work will be less productive than a work chosen
freely by an individual. A worker will be less productive when they are forced to take a job than
being able to seek further advancement in their chosen career, through further education or by
spending time to find jobs matching their career goal. A micromanaging leader often leads to
resentment from those being dictated to. There will also likely be maximum hours of coerced
work at which the productivity gain is minimal. A burned-out worker is not only less productive
but could drag an organization’s output and morale down with it. Countries with more vacations
and who work less hours are observed to be more productive. There is no shortage of work if a
system can be created to share work.
People tend to work more if no conditions are attached and it is out of their own desire. Small
business owners or independent workers like artists tend to spend more hours taking care of their
business or work than the average worker, but are generally happier even if their income is
lower.
The essential frontline workers, whose work could be more taxing and labor intensive, might
never get paid like the doctors or professionals. But their livable wage will now be based on
market’s labor supply, and not exploitative last resort survival wage. A business that cannot
innovate and adopt, and can only exist with exploitative slave wage, probably should not be in
the business to begin with.

Sustainable Relief for Businesses and the Economy
Saving Small Businesses and Community Organizations
Small businesses and local organizations are the heart and soul of a local economy. The slow
rollout of relief for businesses means a lot might have decided to close permanently before
seeing any relief. And for those who survived? Other places that have recovered shows that the
return of customers might be slow. This could cause more businesses to further close shop
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permanently. Fewer business means more job loss and lost revenue for suppliers of goods. Less
taxes and revenues for government. GDP of countries are expected to contract but basic income
can minimize the contraction.
Lots of business owners hesitate to re-hire back workers even with 75% government wage
subsidy. They are unsure when they will get the funds or if they will get it at all. Whereas the
rent relief are designed to give landlords the power to decide. They could choose not to
participate than take 25% required reduction on rent income, or possibly 50% if tenants
defaulted. Or they could take the opportunity to get out of the contract and replace the tenant. All
the twist and turns in the convoluted requirements are out of the tenants or small business
owner’s hand. Canadian government have recently expanded the wage subsidy while the press
questioned the low intake and adoption. Businesses with uncertain future hesitates to take
employees back on their payroll and being stuck with 25% of pay, the payroll taxes and benefits.
If business owners or landlords — who has mortgages to pay — receive a monthly basic income
along with everyone else, it could change their mind away from quickly cutting their losses.
Some of Ontario’s basic income pilot participants started a business after receiving their basic
income. Various basic income experiments around the world have shown that having economic
security leads people to be more entrepreneurial. People are more willing to take risks and pursue
their passion.
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Special attention should be given to the design of a non-universal basic income such as Ontario’s
pilot version or NIT, that the rules should allow business owners the ability to get basic income if
their business fails due to a crisis or government mandated shutdown that is not of their own
making. A well-designed NIT will likely be based on a person’s income month-to-month,
including business owners and not just those on payroll. Otherwise those currently ineligible for
basic income will be less eager than their UBI counterparts to leave their salaried employment to
establish a business, which comes with the inherent risk of failure and losing all their hardearned savings.
Faster Recovery and Creating a Thriving Local Economy
Consumption is the key to get the businesses and economy going again with cash directly in the
hands of the people through basic income. They are the main engine that will drive our economy
again, which no micromanaging paternalistic system will be able to do as effectively. In essence,
it will do what past trickle-down stimulus failed to do. Past trickle-down policy focused on
subsidy to big corporations in the belief that it will “trickle-down” and create jobs. Instead, the
subsidies went towards stock buy-backs of company shares, and CEO bonus went unabated with
little to show for job creation. Wage increase for employees were also frozen. That, despite the
bail out from government cash, was hoarded instead. Defenders of for-profit business saw that as
common sense during difficult times to save instead of spend. In Canada, 3 years after the
recession, an exasperated former Bank of Canada and Bank of England governor Mark Carney
decried corporations who sits on piles of cash in what he termed as “dead money”. That instead
of re-investing the money, they sat on half a trillion dollar in cash compared to the end of
recession in 2009.
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Basic income, on the other hand, will put money in the hands of those who are more likely to
spend them and put it back into the economy. It will increase everyone’s purchasing power.
There will be a gushing-up effect with spending that will spread out to local businesses, creating
an ongoing self-sustaining stimulus month after month. With increased confidence in the
people’s ongoing financial status, and less fearful of uncertain economic times where loss of jobs
or investment being wiped-out could cause immediate hardship, they are more likely to spend
and help increase demand in local businesses and the economy.
Basic income could create an economic powerhouse supported by the consumer and large
independent base of entrepreneurs, innovators, community and part-time volunteer workers, and
all forms of workers whether paid or unpaid. It will have a fountain effects of gushing-up from
the grassroots up and sustaining a lush and dynamic socio-economic ecosystem. The positive
effects, by all indications from past and existing pilot and experiments, could be far reaching.
From improved health and mental issues thus savings in cost, to sustainable economic growth.
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Even once businesses are allowed to re-open, experts believe the recession is expected to last for
a while. There will likely be more than one economic shock as the severity of the losses from
COVID-19 are slowly realized. The economic shock is expected to be worse than the great
depression. Some economist predicts 10 years time for Canada’s economy to recover. A not so
surprising number considering economists who claim we have not really totally recovered from
the recession of 2008, as inequality and low wages persist. But this could be shortened with a
permanent basic income providing an ongoing self-sustaining economic stimulus even after the
CERB have ran out and businesses that closed permanently now takes longer to be replaced.
Basic income will prevent the scarcity of money in Main Street that is the cause of slow recovery
in past economic downturn. Basic income could cushion the blow and lead to quicker recovery.
CERB might already be showing the benefit of giving cash directly to the people, albeit some
vulnerable populations that are still left out. Having cash reassures people and allows them to
keep spending and carrying on with their lives, as opposed to past recessions where consumers
just retreated and held on to whatever is left of their savings if any. The effect is a longer time for
the economy to recover. Currently in the U.S., people who used to have well paid jobs are
suddenly finding themselves in food bank lineups as they struggle to pay their bills. In Canada,
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there is an initial report of spending declining by 17% in April, an improvement over the 30%
month-to-month decline in March. The CERB payments did not go out until April. But if
government pulled out CERB abruptly instead of transitioning to a permanent basic income, we
might see the slight April improvement reverse its course for the duration of the prolonged
economic downturn.
Basic income is similar to a life jacket given to everyone without assumption of “fault of their
own”. There is no discrimination based on our faulty judgment of deserving and undeserving
poor. By comparison, the current welfare system seems inhumane and highly discriminatory,
leaving out the marginalized who need help the most.

An often heard misconception about increased purchasing power through basic income is how it
would cause a rise in inflation. There are various factors that negates the threat of inflation.
Proponent of basic income often points to Alaska’s annual dividend and quantitative easing as
examples of why basic income will not cause inflation. In both cases, the infusion of cash did not
cause inflation. One factor could be due to basic income itself. Various pilots and experiments
have shown increased entrepreneurship. This leads to more innovative solutions and an increase
in supplies. The increased supplies likely meet or exceed the demand. And we often hear about
the era of abundance we are living in. So there is no shortage of supplies, the only shortage is
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purchasing power often limited to upper and high income earners while the rest have seen their
wage stagnate and struggle to meet month-to-month expenses.
Eliminating Credit Crunch, Liquidity Problems and Insolvency
During the COVID-19 crisis, small business owners complaint about government supported
loans failing to help because the financial institutions that were supposed to give them loan is
refusing to lend it to them and instead favors safer multi-million dollar companies. This led to
some entrepreneurs accusing the government of paying lip service since their promised aid failed
to materialize. The financial institutions fear that despite the government covering part of the
loan, they might still be liable for 20% or more of the loan if businesses defaulted. Meanwhile,
the big businesses have more funds to help them last longer. The bigger corporations have better
relations with their financial institutions and would find it easier to get loans with favorable
terms.
Some of the survey responses gleamed by David Calnitsky from the Mincome survey records
were indications that companies have shown increased willingness to provide credit to those
receiving basic income. This could be due to companies knowing people with basic income are
less likely to go bankrupt. It is still not too late to start basic income for everyone now, even
business owners who have reduced earnings who have not completely shutdown their business.
This will ensure the convoluted rules of the relief funds does not leave anyone out.
Increased purchasing power extends to funding for venture capital whether through direct
support for startups, or investing in stocks of emerging business, or obtaining loan with their
improved credit to start their own business.
Other than Mincome recipients having an easier time getting a loan, business owners could also
use the basic income to expand their business or save it for rainy day like the COVID-19 crisis
right now. Or they will be more willing to take up the COVID-19 loan and cover the shortfall
than shut their business permanently, since they have lesser fear of becoming destitute if their
business fails to recover.
During the last recession, on a crisis created by the U.S. financial institution’s own actions
through subprime mortgage fraud, government in the U.S. set aside a trillion dollar bailout while
Canada offered $300 billion. COVID-19 offers different challenges as businesses and people are
at risk of defaulting on their rent or mortgages and loans en masse. This in turn could cause
liquidity crunch or insolvency at lending institutions. This is best avoided by giving people basic
income so the problem is stopped at the root than giving it to the institutions later, which might
save themselves but leave people still out without homes.
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Basic income should be thought of as a capital investment in the people to the benefit of society.
Policy makers and politicians who favors austerity would often criticize direct payment to the
people while favoring subsidy to wealthier companies or individuals. Capital investment by
companies and individual or retail investors are essentially free money to a publicly listed
company to help them thrive, with return of investment that will benefit the investors. Basic
income is essentially a capital investment in the human resources of a society for them to go
forth and do their best to thrive. Some will fail and some will succeed but in the wider scope of
things, it should lead to net benefit to society. Too much micromanagement from centralized
government tends to overlook a lot of issues and often leaves people worse off.
The people are the engine of the economy. Basic income could serve as that sustainable energy
that will keep powering this engine. When businesses and people thrive, the money lent to them
is more than made up when it is paid back into the economy, helping it recover quickly. On the
contrary, not spending big on direct relief to the people could mean a prolonged recession or
depression. The more people or businesses that fall through the cracks, the longer and harder it
will take for the economy to recover, and with that a whole swath of industries, including
banking, will suffer.
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Economic Resilience
Basic income will make our economy more resilient because the next time a crisis hits
businesses and the people who support it, we can quickly get back on their feet and rebuild. This
is true whether the cause is economic, social, pandemic, or a big natural calamity. Even before
the pandemic, people were already struggling to make ends meet with most not having enough to
save for a rainy day. Wages have stagnated and the income of renters have not totally recovered
when the pandemic hit. Meanwhile, rent continues to increase and takes a larger share of the take
home income.

The pandemic saw provincial government in Canada coming together asking federal government
for returning health transfer to its previous levels before it was cut a few years and several
various government prior. They are asking for as much as 13% more. Mincome experiment,
despite being short term, has shown that hospital visits and health care costs could be reduced by
8%. Imagine what the long term savings would be and once effects from poverty, which is a
major cause of chronic illness and emergency hospital visits, take effect and their health
improves along with criminal justice cost (such as incarceration, law enforcement and court
cost).
The provincial government was right that federal government have the most source of revenue
they can tap into. Fact is Canadian federal and provincial government from both political
spectrum have been cutting back on funding, leaving municipalities to pick up the tab on transit
to infrastructure. Property tax keeps increasing since that is the community’s main source of
revenue. While most taxes goes to federal and provincial government, they are perceived as
acting more like dead-beat dad than a reliable partner.
We are more resilient by working together and helping each other out. We can set aside the
baggage created by old economic models and ideology that has no place on the 21st century and
onward. Basic income that failed adoptions in the past are mostly borne out of stereotypes and
old ideological hang-ups. Basic income fixes a lot of social ills and lead to major savings, and
that alone is more than worth its cost. A gross cost that is paid back to the economy. Instead of
constantly racking up deficits, we can see improved quality of life for everyone. If the pandemic
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and increasing natural calamity is any indication, we are in this planet together and will suffer
any negligence on the well-being of our planet and our people together.

Food Security and Self-Reliance
Another concern exposed by the COVID-19 crisis is food security and the importance of being
self-reliant on manufacturing medical supplies. Aside from disruption in distribution, there are
other global risks that could threaten the world food supply. There are reports of swarms of
locusts threatening Africa and so-called big “murder hornets” and “gypsy moths” affecting
Washington state and British Columbia, causing fear it could decimate food and bees/honey
supplies. Winnipeg mayor recently called on those who have extra space to plant extra
vegetables to help the local food banks.
Farming carries a big risk as weather and other factors could affect harvest and profitability. The
great uncertainty caused a lot of farmers and their heir to switch to other career options with
more predictable income. Farmers with basic income could change their mind knowing that if
their harvest failed their basic needs could still be met, allowing them to survive until the next
season. They could also use the money to expand their business or farms or buy a new truck or
other equipment needed at their farm, just as Betty Wallace and her family did with the money
they got from the Mincome experiment.
With increased unpredictability in the weather and climate, and having smaller farms scattered
over wide geographic regions could improve food security and avoid inflation from rising food
prices. This would also help communities to be self-reliant in case a nationwide or worldwide
crisis hit, causing food shipment across borders to be halted. Smaller scale farmers could join
forces and create a member’s owned co-operative. This co-operative could look after purchasing
and lending out more expensive modern agricultural equipment that increases efficiency. The cooperative could also work to advance agriculture and farmer’s interests on legal matters,
research, market negotiations, and other issues that a lone farmer might not have the resources to
deal with.
The neglect in long-term and home-care services against our elderly, who built our country, was
exposed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Seniors poverty is also increasing. A large percentage
(44% of seniors in BC) are struggling to make ends meet. An improved universal basic income at
survival amount to meet basic needs of everyone should include seniors to permanently top-up
the amount they currently receive from OAS and GIS. A major difference with OAS and basic
income is OAS is taxable and basic income or guaranteed income (up to the guaranteed amount)
is not.
Supporting local businesses, even if the initial production cost is higher than those from a slave
labor nation, have the increased consumer power from basic income and it could help increase
the local economy and make us more self-reliant. This would cast aside the radical free market
imposition of forbidding any subsidy to help local farms or local industry thrive and grow.
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There also seems to be a stagnation of breakthrough research. The current dearth of new
foundational scientific discoveries can be re-ignited by having scientists be supported by basic
income and grants to advance their research, rather than toiling in menial tasks just to get by and
survive. Instead of being more concerned about failing, they can dedicate their time and efforts
towards breaking new grounds and helping our society take the next leap. Just like most social
workers who did not choose the profession to get rich, but to pursue their selfless passion,
dedicating most of their time and resources to help those in need.
Basic income is an investment in people to be the best they can be, to be creative, to take risk, to
break new grounds, and to aim for excellence without fear of failure and becoming destitute.
Basic income could bring in new scientific revolution like late Renaissance that changed theory
of math, chemistry, standard methods of experiments based on rational thoughts, observations,
known facts or knowledge, and with sciences that brought in new foundation for new
innovations. Just as scientists are able to build on and improve works of Copernicus, Newton,
Galileo, Gutenberg and da Vinci, what seems like failed or incomplete research now could later
be used as a stepping stone and the missing link to future breakthrough research.
Cynics who think no person will be so selfless as to do it for free just have to look at the open
source community, where people dedicate their free time and money to help create software,
hardware and productive tools that matches or beat products from multi-million dollar
companies. People who contribute to open source communities do it often out of passion and
civic duty than personal gains and fame. The free tools and research or arts generated by
innovators on basic income can be used by others to advance and improve our society’s health
and socio-economic well-being.
As economy stalls government grows more conservative in spending on new infrastructures,
even to the extent of delayed maintenance and fear of failure in bridges causing catastrophic
injury and death. Municipalities who suffered offloading of cost from Federal and Provincial
government, saw cut to their funding and struggle to fund essential services and transit. Savings
from basic income for municipal cost can go towards poverty, health and crimes, and could go
towards essential services and infrastructure budgets.
There is a false narrative that basic income, which is a system that allows us to look after each
other to ensure no one gets left behind, is a fairy tale and rainbows and unicorns. Such bias
opinion will likely remains even with empirical proof from studies that it is more realistic and
effective and feasible than the current system. But once implemented, the effects became
undeniable, even doubters can change their minds.
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Paying for Basic Income
Quick Takes
Implementing a transformative policy is just half of the process. Unless a policy implementation
is accompanied by a sustainable funding plan it could be perceived as unsustainable and easily
rolled back by a government campaigning on austerity and cuts. To minimize any excuse
detractors of basic income might use, a clear budget of how basic income can be sustained must
be clearly defined. Various forms of basic income exist varying in cost. But cost is no barrier if it
is planned properly. Negative Income Tax, favored by some as easier to sell politically, are the
cheapest and can readily be implemented with minor adjustment to the current system. Universal
form is more wide ranging but the feared billionaires also getting paid a basic income is a
misdirected concern as they will pay back much more than they received while vastly
simplifying administration of basic income and various other government programs. There are
no shortage of ways to fund any forms of basic income without putting extra burden on low or
mid-level income earners. All that is missing is political will.

Negative Income Tax Through Cost Savings and Reform
Reorganizing Current Social Assistance Cost and Tax Credits
The cost is not the barrier to the implementation of basic income. Basic income is essentially a
better more efficient form of non-discriminatory tax credit/deductibles and tax cuts, everyone, no
matter the circumstances, is taken care of. There are various cost saving opportunities that will
practically pay for the basic income. For instance, by consolidating social assistance from the
federal and provincial or state level, the savings from social assistance would cover a large part
of the basic income cost. It could easily cover the full cost of a negative income tax.
Politicians often favor non-refundable tax credits, dubbed boutique tax credits, which allows
them to target a voting bloc to influence votes during election. Economist claim these boutiques
tax are expensive and ineffective. The cost goes up as new tax credits are announced each
election. A $200 tax credit for adults to go back to school to further advance their career might
look good in a campaign while adding cost to the annual budget, but it does little to help an adult
who would have much more than that in bills and are unlikely to go back to school with just
$200 credit, unless they already can afford to in the first place. So this left out the more
vulnerable while only helping those that are already better off financially.
With basic income, politicians would lose their pet projects for targeting their voting base. The
inability to introduce new tax deductibles or tax credit during election might cause some to
oppose basic income. Manitoba economist Wayne Simpson and Harvey Stevens have presented
means where tax credits could be used to pay for an NIT type of basic income in Canada. A
politician who claims basic income is unaffordable either has not done enough homework or is
trying to mislead.
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A quick draft calculation shown below shows that just savings alone would be enough to pay for
a negative income tax. It is easy to see that there really is no reason not to implement it. On the
quick tally of savings using Canada’s current situation, the revenue that needs to be raised
annually is $13 billion. In context, that is only 0.81% of Canadian GDP (2019 data) or 12% of
2009 bank bailout and just half of the annual estimated subsidy to businesses and corporations
(estimated to be $29 billion). $25 billion is estimated to be lost due to tax haven cheats per year.
The actual net cost is likely to be below $13 billion and down to single digit of billions in cost —
once we account for all the savings from all Canadian provinces, where poverty and social
assistance spending currently takes up a large percentage of provincial and municipal budget.

Paying for Basic Income through Cost Savings Alone

Some prefer negative income tax (NIT) because it can readily be implemented now. NIT is also
perceived as easier to sell politically, especially since universal basic income would need greater
rethinking and larger re-organization of how revenue and expenses are distributed. A common
misconception about universal basic income, where everyone gets a basic income amount, is it is
very expensive. Universal form is a simplified (re)distribution of everyone’s common shared
investment and stakes in a society. NIT could potentially still have some work disincentive than
universal basic income, even though the reduction in any new earned income is more gradual
than current welfare system.
While the NIT is simpler in revenue and cost design, it needs to be carefully designed such that
the phase-out is not too abrupt otherwise it will have the same work disincentive effect as current
welfare system. The quicker the phase out rate (i.e. higher negative income tax rate), the cheaper
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it is but lots of people in low income will still be left out. Yet policy designers might worry that
too slow of a phase-out rate (i.e. lower negative income tax rate) would be more costly (lower
tax revenue) and people with higher income will still be benefiting. 50% negative income tax
rate is often seen as striking the right balance and was used for Ontario’s basic income pilot.
Break-even level is calculated as the amount where income above that is taxed under the current
positive tax system. With 35% NIT rate, break-even is $69,000 therefore people earning $69,000
will still be receiving the guaranteed amount ($24,183 in example below, which is the Canadian
Low-Income-Measures or LIM for 2018). 70% NIT rate will cause people with $34,000 income
to have its guaranteed income depleted, an income bracket that is still considered low income
especially for a 2 person household with single parent (or those who might be earning minimum
wage or having to work multiple jobs).
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The following are income threshold for various income classes in Canada per OECD’s criteria
(based on median income of $36,400 as of 2017):
Poor to Middle Income
% of median

50%

75%

90%

High — Middle

$32,760.0

133%
Mid Pt. —
Middle
$48,366.0

OECD Class

Poor

Lower

2p Below LIM

$36,400

$18,200.0

$27,300.0

Median Income
(2017)
Single/Individual

In 2019, 14% of
Canadians.
OECD
Classification:
Poor 0-50% of
median income

In 2019, 18%
of Canadians.
OECD
Classification:
Lower Income
50-75% of
median income

200%

Less than Low
Income
Measure (LIM)
threshold of
$34,200 for 2
person
household in
2018

In 2019, 58%
of Canadians.
OECD
Classification:
Middle income
75%-200% of
median
income

Top end
threshold for
OECD’s
Classification
of Middle
Income

$72,800.0

The Upper Income to The 1%
225%

650%

1475%

Upper

The 1%

$81,900.0
In 2019, 10%
of Canadians.
OECD
Classification:
Upper income
more than
200% of
median
income

$236,600.0

$536,900.0

$234,700 is the
1% threshold
in 2014-2015
(271,000
Canadians

$529,600 is the
average
income of the
1% in 20142015 (Ave.
income of the
1%)

Average 1%

1900%
Super-Rich 0.1%
$691,600.0

$684,000 —
0.1% threshold
in 2013
(25,475
Canadians)

7800%
Top 0.01%
$2,839,200.0
In 2013 the Top
0.01% income
was at least
$2.57 million
(2,550
Canadians)

Although some prefer NIT due to the semblance of remaining control over people, thinking
government could influence people’s desire to work by holding back the amount they receive.
While millionaires with inherited wealth are not scrutinized over whether it disincentivizes them
from working, the poor, who are mostly working poor with multiple jobs, are often judged and
accused of likely going to quit en masse at the first opportunity of receiving an amount just
enough to meet basic needs. Comments such as, “I don’t want my tax dollars paying for someone
to spend it on drugs” are commonly heard. The actual beneficiaries are often underestimated and
the “cheats” and “addicts” are often overblown to use as a case against any assistance to help the
most vulnerable.
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The reality is addictions are a sign of social decay whose cause is mostly either poverty, trauma
or both. Basic income or NIT would not treat all cases of addictions or mental illnesses, but it
will provide a huge helping hand in lifting people trapped in such conditions as Ontario’s pilot
participants have shown. In return, it will eventually lead to massive savings in health care and
criminal justice cost.
Universal basic income removes class division and resentment. It also removes stigma for those
receiving it. Since everyone gets it there is less likely to be shame in receiving the basic income
than NIT. There will be less “gaming the system” concerns, hence less envy and suspicion, since
everyone gets it. There also would not be a delay between needing relief funds and actually
receiving it without heavy hand intervention and shame from being treated and scrutinize like a
criminal and fraudster. Delays often cause people to fall through gaps that will be harder and
more costly to get out of. Having the assurance of constant flow of basic income to meet basic
needs would cause less hesitation for an entrepreneur (or others engaged in societally beneficial
work that are not measured by GDP) to pursue their ideas. Well designed NIT might reassure
people, but it might inadvertently leave out people with less liquid asset such as those engaged in
small community businesses. The reassurance of basic income could affect decision by an
entrepreneur to start or expand their business. It effectively acts as a capital investment for
society to thrive.
Cost Savings Through Prevention
The quick summary and rough calculation we did on paying for a Negative Income Tax of basic
income, with a guaranteed amount that no one will fall under, does not take into account actual
savings from all provinces for welfare or social assistance that will become obsolete. It also does
not take into considerations the huge expected savings from poverty related criminal justice and
health care expenses. Frontline and health community experts and researchers knows full well
that the poor are more prone to suffer from chronic diseases. They are often too poor to eat
healthy, thereby leading to obesity, diabetes and other complications. Ensuring the homeless
have a permanent roof over their head would also cost less than the resulting health care and
criminal justice cost for each homeless person.
Spending on criminal justice in Canada eats up a large part of the budget, costing $20.3 billion in
2011-2012. The average annual cost to incarcerate each man inmate in federal prisons was
$115,120, and $213,800 for each woman inmate. That cost about three times the annual tuition
of Harvard University (about $45,000 USD per year in 2015).
Health care spending in the U.S. was $1.1 trillion in the 2018 fiscal year, with an additional $225
billion from reduced income tax revenue from related tax provisions. In Canada, it was projected
to reach $253.5 billion in 2018. If we consider the fact that the short term Mincome experiment
lead to 8.5% reduction in hospital visit, the savings in health care could be substantial and the
money could help pay for a large part of basic income.
People often feel like they do not know where their tax dollars go. To prevent wasteful and
unaccountable spending, and to be more fiscally prudent, an Open Data system to track
government spending must be instituted. A properly designed Open Data system for budget and
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spending tracking would allow the public to audit and track how their moneys are being spent.
This will also minimize the need to raise new revenue (i.e. taxes or user fees) and minimize
fiscal mismanagement.
Corruption plays a huge role in wasteful spending that should be reigned in through the system
like open data. While corruptions are wasteful spending where plausible deniability have been
exposed by actual evidence, wasteful spending could be corruption but with plausible deniability
kept in-tact. Aside from corruption, non-corrupt reckless spending is the real threat to fiscal
health and economic sustainability, not the cost of basic income. The less involvement of
politicians on targeted cash disbursement, the less pork barrel and expensive election time tax
credit announcement, which have really low impacts beyond signaling to voters bloc. The more
complex the system, the more loopholes and chance for corruption.
Monthly Payment Scheme is Essential
A basic income should be paid out monthly rather than letting people wait for a quarter or a year.
This will minimize disruption in the economy (whether it is due to community crisis or national
or worldwide events). A universal type basic income where payments are given to everyone and
anyone (e.g. those who are permanent residence or citizen) have little need for processing, and
payments can be quickly distributed regularly once people are registered. So monthly payment is
easy to implement with minimal disruption to the economy.
But if the system is non-universal such as a Negative Income Tax (NIT), a type of basic income
that is income tested, then a better system must be created to track monthly changes to income
level. Otherwise people would only be eligible and might not receive payment immediately until
after they have already fallen on hard times. The speed at which they get the payment could
become critical. People might have already missed two months or more of rents, mortgages or
bill payments if basic income is not paid monthly. There is also a big challenge on what
conditions will be in place and that those conditions like welfare will not lead to people with
legitimate urgent needs being excluded or their payment being delayed. Business owners facing
crisis might quickly cut their losses unless the system takes them into account and not only
salaried employees. The business owners would take greater risk to keep or expand their
business if their basic sustenance is assured. The more roadblocks and red tapes, the more delay
and cracks individuals — who lose their income — could fall through.
The U.S. relief was ridiculed because Congress initially insisted on mean testing that was based
on last year’s income. That will not capture the real-time condition of those suffering due to
COVID-19 right now.

Economic Stimulus
Managing government the way a for profit business is managed will lead to social distress and
eventually unrest. That is why austerity was largely seen as heartless and cruel, even if the policy
makers thought they are doing the right thing economically. A policy that is balanced socially
and economically cannot be measured by dollar-for-dollar. There are indirect cost and indirect
benefits that should be accounted for. Modern economists are calling for improvement to Gross
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Domestic Product (GDP) since it does not measure well-being and growing inequality. An
economy that is only benefiting the few means the economy is not doing well for the nation.
Roosevelt Institute studied the microeconomic and macroeconomic effect of a universal basic
income and found that the distributional effect of UBI leads to increased spending. The main
beneficiaries of basic income are more likely to spend them than the wealthier individual who
does not benefit from (nor need) basic income. Even if basic income is paid for with increased
taxes, it will lead to economic growth and thus expands the labor force. Economists have warned
of ongoing economic stagnation in the current system due to decline in demand as inequality
increases. The short-lived Ontario’s pilot has shown that basic income leads to increased
consumption with participants buying healthier foods.
The Roosevelt Institute also found that macroeconomically, basic income would lead to 12.56 to
13.10 percent increase in GDP after 8 years and will stay permanently higher, which is
approximately $2.5 trillion based on current U.S. GDP. In Canada, basic income currently exists
in the form of guaranteed income supplement (GIS) and Old Age Security (OAS) for seniors.
Canadians now have Child Care Benefit (CCB), a child’s basic income. The CCB showed an
increase of $85 billion in business revenues and $46 billion in GDP growth annually. But it
should be noted that it is too early to pop the champagne on child poverty, which is far from
being eradicated. This will never be resolved unless we resolve household’s poverty.

Putting Billion Dollars Emergency Relief in Perspective
During our interview with then Senator Hugh Segal in his Senate’s office, he pointed out that
$300 billion was set aside to bailout the banks. An estimated cost of an NIT basic income like
the Ontario pilot is just a fraction of that. The $300 billion bank bailout received little debate nor
was there concern about it being unaffordable or damaging to the Canadian economy, or that it
will lead to a tax increase. The same applies in the U.S. with their trillion dollar war budget, or
their trillion dollar bailouts to financial institutions in 2008. Despite the failure of those subsidies
to trickle-down, it did not harm the country’s economic and financial standing.
It is not ideal to wait until a recession or a crisis to happen when implementing a basic income.
Detractors could then claim it is very expensive and “now is not the right time”. But the fact that
it might become expensive is because we let such a large number of people fall into the cracks
and for the situation to deteriorate before taking actions. For major crisis the treatment will
naturally be much more expensive than having an ongoing proactive and preventative measures.
Canadian news is already reporting that the deficit will be more than $200 billion and possibly
more. This is by no means a reflection of cash payment to people being costly. The deficit could
be much lower if there was a built-in ongoing basic income that has already been budgeted for
(i.e. there is an ongoing revenue source or savings from reform). The Canadian deficit was
already expected to hit $26.6 billion from all the election promises and new tax credits even
before COVID-19 hit.
The rising deficit from reactionary Canadian emergency relief is staggering, leading some to
question whether having a proactive basic income would have been cheaper.
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Universal Basic Income
Economist Karl Widerquist estimated the cost of a basic income of $12,000 for every adult in the
U.S. to be $539 billion a year. Just 3% of U.S. GDP. This is easily affordable for the world’s
wealthiest country where inequality is rampant. A common layman mistake is to calculate the
cost by multiplying the payment amount with the population receiving it. They ignore the
existing cost of social assistance and indirect cost to criminal justice and health.
Policy makers who prefer negative income tax fear there will be a sticker price shock from
universal basic income, where everyone is paid a basic amount for sustenance. While the initial
rollout of universal basic income could be along the same level as a bailout for banks during a
recession, once the savings and expected economic growths kicks in and the reduced social ills
are realized, it will be money well spent. The funding required is not a net increase in taxes. It
should be viewed in its proper context as pooling of our shared resources and distributing them
back to everyone equally with most people ending up being better off. Only the few well-to-do,
who have the most extra income to spare, would have to pay back more as a contribution to
society to fund a universal basic income. The consumers or the ordinary people and our shared
resources are often the source of enrichment for the wealthy. Their source of wealth, to name a
few, are generated from:
• direct purchase by consumers of their company’s products,
• the use of the people’s data or ideas (e.g. internet, big data collections),
• control of public’s wireless spectrum,
• use of shared natural resources,
• or from monopolizing intellectual property — even though their patent uses exiting
public data and information, commercialization of university research, or building from
prior inventions or creations.
UBI and Other Universal Program Funding through Progressive Flat-Tax
A universal basic income (UBI) could be paid for through various means. We’ll look at one that
might not be the most popular and often misunderstood — a flat-tax but with a UBI component.
Even though the tax rate of the lower income tax bracket is raised to be the same across the
board in a flat-tax system, it could be designed so that only the wealthy have to pay back more.
The rest of the people would receive more in UBI than the taxes paid. This makes it effectively a
tax cut compared to the current system and is a progressive marginal flat tax without the
complexity of current progressive tax system. A flat-tax with UBI is sometimes referred to as
UBI-FIT (Universal Basic Income — Flat Income Tax). It should be emphasized that without
UBI a flat-tax is non-progressive tax and will just contribute to worsening income inequality.
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This graph shows the difference between after-tax-income from current system (faded green)
compared to a UBI-FIT (darker green) set at 43% federal flat tax rate. The working poor and
precariats, up to those at mid-point of middle class, will all see a net gain from getting a UBI of
$22,000 per year. The annual amount is based on one of the recommendations from the Basic
Income Canada Network report, using approximation of the cut-off point from a number of
poverty measures. The gain could range from +123% (for low-income precariats and lower paid
working poor) to +15% for those on the mid-point of middle class or +0.4% for those at the highend of middle class. Only the federal tax is considered for this calculation since each province’s
tax rate varies (from ~ 11% to 25% for the highest bracket). Since UBI would make a lot of
municipal and provincial spending redundant, their tax rates is expected to go down. So a
combined Federal-Provincial tax rates of 50% to 55% is achievable. Scandinavian countries,
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with higher life satisfaction and quality of life, have income tax rates that range from 56% to
57% at the higher end. Currently, combined federal and provincial tax rate for some provinces
totals up to 58% in Canada for the highest bracket. Therefore under a UBI-FIT, only those on
upper class and above will be worse off and see a reduction to their income compared to the
current system. For instance, at the lower end of upper class with a gross income of $81,900.00
have current after tax (net) income of $70,491.87 that will be reduced to $68,683, a mere
$1,808.87 less or -3%.
For the super-rich — the 1% to the 0.1% super-rich or 0.01% at the top, illustrated in the lower
graph with an orange bar — they will be 15% worse off than now. For instance, a 0.1% or superrich with gross income of $684 thousands might be worse off by $71,000. Meanwhile a top 0.01
percenter with gross income of $2.57 million will be worse off by $260 thousands. So those who
can more easily afford to pay more would, while those who are often left behind will share in the
societal benefit normally accorded mostly to the top earners.
While politicians might balk at taxing the rich, who are often the top donor to their campaign,
and shy away from “tax increase” that are often politically unpopular, an honest discussion must
be had on who should pay the cost of a much needed transformative policy that will benefit
society. The one-percenter and above are the ones who can most afford to contribute more. There
are often the ones who uses their wealth as leverage to obtain more wealth or preserve the one
they have by lobbying the government or seeking to impose rent-seeking laws on society. It is
therefore fair that those who benefit the most from society contributes more. The higher income
earners and the wealthy with higher disposable income pays a little bit more relative to the
burden that are mostly felt by the middle to low income earners right now. This debunks the
criticism that the rich will get a payment also under a universal form of basic income.
The benefit and cost savings of universality and the fact that the super-rich do pay back more
than they receive from UBI, and more than they do now, makes that concern moot. One
advantage of universal payment is the spending would have been budgeted for already. Any
changes in economic conditions will minimize the shock to the economy. If not universal basic
income (UBI), then hundreds of billions in relief would need to be raised or recovered for years
after a crisis. If the House (of congress or parliament) is not able to convene then it could cause
delay in approval and disbursement of relief. The fear of work disincentive have repeatedly been
disputed by past and current studies or pilots. Flat-tax UBI (or UBI-FIT) could actually remove
any disincentive since there are no higher tax bracket one will fall under if they work more. A
non-universal payout could also incite resentment from those who does not receive any.
There is an alternative where UBI is paid out by household, considering the fact that expenses of
a couple living together is less than a single (e.g. cost of rent or housing does not double because
there are two persons living in a house). For such a model a lower federal flat-tax of 35% (before
provincial income tax) would be sufficient. And even the 1% earners would only be worse off by
-3%. But let’s consider again per household treatment but sticking with 43% federal flat-tax, this
could mean extra revenue that could go towards building a better community or municipality, or
for a grand strategy for an all encompassing vision or universal program such as robust
rehabilitation and mental health care, free post-secondary education (vocational/technical,
colleges or university), increased affordable housing, or providing electrified free transit for
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major urban centers. Things that will vastly improve the quality of life for Canadians matching
or exceeding those of Scandinavian or countries with high life-satisfaction.
Alternatively, funding for improving quality of life such as free post-secondary education,
universal child care and universal transit could be funded supplementarily with Land Value Tax
revenue of approximately $100 billion (more on this in the next section). Then UBI can be kept
as universal for individual than per household treatment, satisfying those who are afraid that per
household treatment could increase divorce rate. It should be noted that the fear of increased
divorce rate is not based on empirical evidence. Some hypothesize that divorce would actually
drop since domestic abuse dropped during the Mincome experiment in Dauphin, Manitoba.
We did a quick calculation exercise that having met needed funds for UBI there are still room for
designing a better society to create a happy and fulfilled life, an evolution to the next higher level
of civilized society. A move away is needed from scarcity mindset and politicians constantly
wasting billions in scandals and corruptions while preaching austerity and always claiming
there’s no money to help the people. $15 billion could give us free post-secondary (or lower than
that since technical and colleges will be lower than university and modern technology could
further reduce training delivery cost). $28 billion approximately for funding free transit for major
cities and economic hubs. In 2018, Toronto Transit alone has budgeted $1.98 billion to move
approximately 500 million people. Some cities in the world have started offering free transit. If
we start viewing it as increasing mobility and economic access and as a driver of economic
growth than fare-by-fare profit focused, then accessible transit starts to make sense. Or $1 billion
towards universal child care so more women can afford to return to work or engage in business if
they want to. Or towards rehabilitation and mental health, which is estimated to cost $50 billion
annually ($43 billion direct cost for 2011 plus other cost such as productivity cost). Criminal
justice cost would also go down once we make a significant dent on poverty and mental or
addiction crisis. Preventative measures often costs less than having to clean up after the blood
has been spilled.
UBI is essentially a massive tax cut or break for those with less disposable income. UBI is like a
basic personal amount in Canadian income tax but it is fully refundable and is at a level that
meets the cost of basic necessities (i.e. everyone gets enough basic income to survive whether
you are too poor to earn enough to claim a non-refundable tax refund or not). The Canadian
Basic Personal Amount is similar to Personal Exemption in the U.S., which the Trump
administration have eliminated for 2018 to 2025 as part of their tax break that critics said
benefits only the wealthy.
Other than flat tax making personal income tax less complex and less costly for individuals to
file, it also removes work disincentive for those about to fall into a higher tax bracket— what
some perceive as a penalty for being more successful. Work disincentive in welfare involves the
fear of losing what little amounts the recipient’s got to help them scrape by. On the other hand,
the current progressive income tax work-disincentive affects people who have higher income and
have earned enough to move to the next higher tax bracket, causing them to see a sudden drop in
their after-tax income. People who realize working more would land them in a higher tax bracket
might consciously cut back hours of work. UBI with Flat Tax is unlikely to change the amount of
work put in by the super-rich, since the increase is unlikely to be big enough to really affect them
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or make them worry financially. Rich people who cut back hours of work are normally not
accused of being lazy.
UBI is easily affordable if planned properly. We have now seen that the working poor stands to
gain the most. These gives them extra legs and a foundation to propel them to higher success,
something the rich naturally possess through the use of their wealth. What seems like “tax
increase” and large dollar figures of a budget for UBI could be looked at as an increased cash
flow to the government in terms of pooling a specific share of all our resources (personal income
or royalty from other society’s shared resources). By putting them all together in a virtual
collection table, the big amount is held by government only temporarily and is in fact measures
of total wealth in a society. Each individual gets back most, if not more, than what they have put
into the table through a fixed basic income. Those who are most in need would gain the most
while the super-rich, who can most afford to contribute, are the ones who will get less in return.
This simplifies the current income tax and tax credit or deduction system tremendously. This
means those on low income are not disadvantaged by the wealthy, who have the resources to pay
professionals (accountant or lawyers) to find loopholes and pay less taxes. It is by no means a
radical approach. It is a simpler approach we failed to see only because of our long held mental
hang-up and often repeated misconception about inequalities due to politically motivated,
divisive propaganda against the so-called “undeserving” poor.
Land Value Tax
Income taxes or sales and value-added taxes are not the only other possible revenues for basic
income. Land Value Tax, a proposal by Henry George, is an idea similar to basic income in its
simplicity while getting to the root of the socio-economic problem. Henry George proposed it as
the single tax that is better than taxing earnings such as income tax. Some UBI proponent calls
for taxing immovable lands and assets instead of personal income. Positive effects include more
affordable housing and rents since it eliminates housing speculation. It also makes tax haven
cheats obsolete since they won’t be able to move their land to offshore tax haven. But like basic
income it appears like a novel concept and is likely to be met with strong skepticism if
misunderstood.
Land Value Tax (LVT) would improve housing or rental cost and reduces housing bubbles. The
value of land is taxed regardless of whether it is fully developed or not, thereby encouraging
build-up of unused land (e.g. building an apartment or a house won’t cost the landlord more in
taxes). Value of land increases if the land benefits from development (e.g. public spending to
build subway or infrastructures around it that improved the value of the land, thereby leading to
economic boom in the neighborhood). LVT will have minor impact on independent small town
farmers whose land is often outside urban areas and therefore has lower land value. As opposed
to current property tax that includes any personal property such as structures, buildings and
equipment, and any additional builds to support farming and personal living. And LVT with UBI
that means farmers already have the basic amount per year to give them a floor no matter how
the harvest goes. It will also prevent farm land from becoming more unaffordable since it will
end in speculative buying of farm land by bigger corporations, financial firms or foreign
investors.
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A bit of work needs to be done if revenue is through LVT and whether LVT alone will be
sufficient to pay for UBI in Canada, where occupied land is sparse. A rough calculation is done
here for 5% LVT that could provide $200 billion in tax revenue (based on estimate of $4 trillion
land value in Canada as of third quarter of 2017). But assuming part of LVT (~ $55 billion —
based on $43 billion total municipal revenues from property taxes as of 2007, plus ~ 22.95%
inflation rate for 13 years from 2007 to 2020) will need to go to municipalities to avoid as
replacement for property tax. This will prevent having redundant property tax — currently the
only major source of revenue for Canadian municipalities. That would leave $145 billion for
federal government to use for UBI or spending for a grand transformation strategy or other
universal programs.
Some argue that UBI without LVT might lead to higher housing cost due to speculation and
predatory land lord taking UBI as rent subsidy. LVT would keep wild speculation on check and
increase supply of housing and rental properties. Perhaps a combination of UBI-FIT and LVT
will provide more than sufficient funds for UBI and for bold grand strategy akin to a Grand
Marshall Plan, to create a sustainable and resilient economy for the 21st century and beyond.
Taxing the Rent-seekers
Rent-seekers are those who increase their wealth through work of others or from public domain
or resources while deeming not to pay their fair share back to society. Those who lobby
government change the laws to improve their earnings and increase their clout or
monopoly/oligopoly. Some proponent of basic income prefers taxing the billion or trillion dollar
companies instead of increasing income tax.
Since basic income is a form of stakeholder’s equity for the people, shared resources (natural and
man-made) are natural source of revenue for shared basic income/capital investment in people.
Some include Intellectual Property, Copyright (especially one where large organizations hold the
rights instead of original content creators), wireless spectrums obtained by big telecom industry,
royalty from natural resources extraction, and carbon or environmental fees. A lot of innovators
at the advent of industrial revolution died poor despite their inventions having changed the
world. We never know where the next inventor and medical cure researcher might come from.
The COVID-19 crisis has heightened awareness and appreciation for science and medical
research. Most breakthrough research comes from university and non-profit work since big
pharmaceutical companies that are for-profit tends to be more conservative. Big for-profit
companies invest mostly in application research, which involves researching new usage for
existing drugs. They tend to shy away from the costlier and riskier basic research that is needed
for new discoveries — that could serve as the foundation for future new treatment or cure.
Despite the increased patent terms and monopoly, the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board
(PMPRB) data failed to account for the promised increase in basic research spending and jobs
that such patent extension and data exclusivity was supposed to bring. Instead, it leads to higher
drug prices and increasing the cost of health care (for government hospitals and institutions and
individuals).
UBI detractors likes to claim UBI is “freeloading”. But employing the same logic subsidy to
businesses or a fossil industry can be said to be “freeloading” also. But if you believe an
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investment in stocks is venture funds to help a business or corporations succeed and to receive a
return for your investment, then the same could be said for basic income. Basic income is an
investment on the people. The return-on-investment is the product you get from human
ingenuity, which is the greatest resources we have and cannot be measured by dollar amount. It
is time we treat each person as being of equal worth, each contributing in their own unique way.
Everyone is a potential da Vinci or Einstein.
According to the Canadian Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO), a 1% wealth tax (low enough
that it would not cause capital flight) could generate $70 billion in revenue. U.S. studies support
the Canadian case that a nation with high quality of life matters more to the millionaires than
losing a bit of their wealth due to higher taxes. With UBI and policies that improve quality of
life, it will create a top notch nation that people would like to live in, including billionaires,
millionaires, businessmen, investors, artist and inventors.
So called developing countries could also pay their population a basic income. A lot in
developing countries already fear not having enough to meet their means to survive, now
compounded by the pandemic. Some fear that hunger will gets them before COVID-19 does.
Most of the developing countries are mired in corruption, which is the real cause of poverty and
inequalities. A lot of these developing countries are rich in natural resources. They also have
rent-seekers and ultra-rich segment who do not pay their fair share of taxes compared to the
general population. Basic income for developing countries can be paid by savings from fighting
corruption through an international standard of open data, and having the wealthy sector pay
their fair share of revenue or royalty for use of natural or shared resources. Some have proposed
using cryptocurrency to save administrative cost, and the traceability of blockchain to keep tab of
eligible recipient bypassing corrupt government institutions.

The Real Obstacles
Our Mental Hang-Ups and Stereotypes
One of the major barriers to adopt basic income is our mental hang-ups and stereotypes against
lower income earners. We were made to believe for political reason that the poor are poor
because of their own doing. A convenient excuse to wash our hands off and keep the normal
human empathy in check as we embarked on trickle-down and austerity economics, which put
emphasis on subsidies that are focused on profit than human welfare.
The so-called welfare cheats are often exaggerated while the larger proportion of working poor
who work multiple jobs just to make ends meet are often minimized. Such prejudice are often
pushed by politicians who struggle to control what they perceived as run-away cost of social
assistance. The welfare queen myth created by Reagan is “a woman in Chicago who used eighty
names, thirty addresses, fifteen telephone numbers to collect food stamps, Social Security,
veterans’ benefits for four non-existent deceased veteran husbands, as well as welfare.” This feed
persistent stereotype and apathy towards the vulnerable exists to this day. Reagan’s successors
(both Republicans and Democrats) would further cut welfare through “workfare” and continued
austerity and trickle-down economics.
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The vilification of an impoverished single-mother adds insult to injury as they were already
trapped in welfare under our current economic model — which puts no value on single mother’s
unpaid work.
The single mother turned social welfare reform and basic income advocate Theresa Funiciello
knew first hand the inhumanity of the welfare system. In her book “Tyranny of Kindness”, she
laid bare the misguided expenses of welfare system, with hundreds of millions of dollars poured
into the “sinkholes of the social welfare establishment” instead of paying money directly to the
people. She said, “It didn’t take too much intelligence to figure out the idiocy of paying
thousands of dollars a month to ‘shelter’ a homeless family instead of paying for a real
apartment. Various layers of government blamed one another — but they were setting the rules,
not Martians.”
We need to get over the thoughts that the poor are different from us and that they have
themselves to blame for their condition. That somehow, they will scuttle any basic income they
received or that basic income will be like winning the lottery for them and that they will not have
any further aspiration or motivation to work. Various basic income experiments and pilots-todate have shown that people don’t quit their jobs just because they receive an amount just
enough to survive. Only secondary earners — such as the stay-at-home spouses, those caring for
kids or sick loved ones, those who are involved in other unpaid work such as community
services — tend to be the ones who end up working less. These are the people whose work are
normally not valued in our current system.
The positive effects of basic income can be seen from various participants of Ontario’s basic
income pilot. The transformation was astounding. From constantly being triggered by mental
health issues to actually thriving and becoming a productive member of society. We were
fortunate enough to interview some of them while the pilot was still running. News of the
cancellation of the pilot leads those involved in advocacy and caring for the marginalized to
express alarm that the early termination of the pilot could lead to death (from suicide or not
having enough for sustenance).
One of the participants we’ve interviewed was Michael Hampson. He is a paraplegic. It is no
secret for the disabled that Ontario’s Disability Support Plan (ODSP) is inadequate for the
disabled to live with dignity. Recently, most disabled were also left out of the COVID-19 relief
in Canada, the higher amount of support offered by CERB to help ordinary Canadians survive.
In our interview (while he was still a recipient of basic income in the Ontario’s pilot) Hampson
talks about finally being able to buy new clothes. It was a change from feeling shame and not
wanting to bother friends. Hampson was vibrant and positive at the time of our interview. He
talks about plans for community service and advocacy for the disabled. After the pilot was
cancelled, he was thrust back into the old dysfunctional system of the ODSP. He told his sister
he will not have enough to live. His sister says his health and spirit declined. He died on January
22, 2020.
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Interview with Michael Hampson (November 16, 1961 – January 22, 2020), a paraplegic
who was recipient of Ontario’s basic income pilot

Our definition of work has been subverted. It is only considered productive work if there is a
direct dollar figure that immediately comes out of it. But a scientist or innovator who spent hours
or years without seeing immediate results might be thought of as not contributing to the
economy. But any discovery they make, however inconsequential it might seem, could be the
foundation or ingredient for future breakthrough (e.g. cure, new system, novel material, or new
approach and methodology). Artists with part-time irregular jobs are often pilloried as not
working hard enough. But just like entrepreneurs, they often spend longer hours working on their
craft while living with uncertainty about their income. While we celebrate musicians or artist
with top hit songs and movies, by having millions of fans, few will argue against their
millionaire status being a just reward. But most reach their apex only after countless tears and
sweats with uncertain income. In reality, our world will be less meaningful without science, arts
and music.
The COVID-19 crisis, along with other natural disasters such as The Woolsey fire of Los
Angeles (which affected large area and residences including the wealthy Malibu area) shows that
calamity does not discriminate whether you are rich or poor. We live under one planetary roof, if
the marginalized became the flashpoint and disease vector for next wave of COVID-19 or new
viruses, we will all be affected. The indigenous community in Canada were badly affected by the
last H1N1 worldwide pandemic of 2009, exposing the third world living condition that exists
there. H1N1 affected 1.4 billion people across the globe but was less deadly than COVID-19.
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Fear of Change
People currently living a comfortable life, such as those in the upper middle class, might oppose
change to status quo for fear that it could affect the economy and their comfortable life. The
youth might be more amenable to bold initiatives, and history has shown that they are usually the
driver of change and are more likely to be involved in activism. As we grow older we might
become more conservative wanting to preserve what we have. Those who have most to lose or
are afraid of uncertainty that changes could bring are more likely to oppose transformative policy
such as basic income regardless of what the fact indicates.
We explored how human behavior works, and could impede adoption of basic income, in our
paper prepared for our documentary project and presented during the 2017 Basic Income Earth
Network Congress in Lisbon, Portugal. The paper explores failures of past attempts at basic
income and tries to understand the reactions through compilation of human behavior studies by
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky. They both changed our understanding of human behavior
including in economy and stock market where being risk averse often lead to missed profit or
painful losses.
Learning from past attempts at basic income, we can see that any novel forward thinking ideas
will often be met with fear and strong resistance to change. The detractors will come from
partisans of different sides of the political spectrum. Just as there are partisans from all sides who
would campaign for basic income.

Disinformation from Well-Financed Group
Trillion dollar Iraq war, $21 trillion unaccounted for Pentagon spending, and other wasteful
spending does not create as much panic as the thought of giving money to help the marginalized.
Politicians hesitate to spend and fix socio-economic ills, but they willingly pass rent-seeking
laws (which only helps the wealthy protect and increase their wealth and buttress monopolistic or
oligopolistic system). Regardless of party affiliation everyone would agree that we need to have
each other’s back. Only then would there be social cohesion and trust, and less social unrest and
divisiveness.
Lobbyist and industries who stand to lose in any changes to the economic model could dispense
as much money and influence as they could to stop the changes. An example is the introduction
of Universal Health care in Canada that saw U.S. health insurance lobbyist poured money to try
to stop the adoption in Canada. Local media reported Tommy Douglas government as being
under siege. But Tommy Douglas perseverance lead to universal health care becoming a reality
in Canada and he was recently voted as the greatest Canadian. Tommy Douglas, the father of
universal health care in Canada, was passionate about universal health care when he saw farmers
unable to afford health care during the Great Depression. But it took 30 years since then before
his vision became a reality.
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A basic income could be more profound and transformative than universal health care.
Therefore, we can expect no less of a disinformation campaign to try to quell any effort of
getting basic income implemented.

Lip-Service Status Quo and Token Politics
Another great obstacle for adoption of basic income will be politicians who run as “progressives”
but are afraid to take a leap to introduce meaningful systemic change. They might give the right
speeches and appease the bigger voting bloc that are upper middle class, while the lower voting
turn out crowd of low income earners get increasingly apathetic and disconnected from the
political system. The disengagement just allows status quo regressive policies to go
unchallenged. Politicians feel unthreatened and are content in engaging in politics of lip service.
Equally worse are persistent “not-the-right-time” proponent who constantly proclaim the need
for incrementalist approach and when crisis hits implore, it is not the right time since economic
downturn means there is shortage of funds. But the truth is there is no shortage of funds, just
funds that are not well spent or budgeted for.
Sticking with status quo and incrementalism in a rapidly changing sociological, economical or
ecological climate is not only stagnation but regressive. Increasing inequality leads to economic
anxiety, and increased social ills leads to more trauma, substance abuse and crimes.
Other opponents and roadblocks to basic income could include some in the upper middle class
who have a more prominent voice than those on low-income, and might prefer status quo to
preserve what they have. But those who can look beyond the short term would appreciate that
changes like basic income, that could see them contribute just a little bit more than now, would
lead to a more stable socio-economic system and create a better society for all.
As bad as incrementalism, and not-the-right-time-ism, is whataboutism. A race-to-the-bottom
comparison as excuse to do nothing. By comparing ourselves to other groups, sectors or
countries that are worse off – to claim we are better off already and a reason to oppose
transformative changes.
Austerity and trickle-down politicians tend to contradict themselves by sudden found
compassion for people who would not be helped by basic income, using it as reason to oppose it.
Examples include it will not fix substance abuse problems, while supporting closure of safe
injection sites. Feigning compassion of basic income and not being able to fix everything while
at the same time believing relief funds should be cut to coerce people to go back to work sooner
than the health and economic condition allows. Just as they falsely claim basic income
disincentivizes work (while ignoring the major disincentive to work from current welfare
system). They make critical errors of judgment and taking away relief will coerce people to
work. An old stereotype based on the false premise people will not go back to work once it is
safe or when they have decent paying jobs to go back to. They will ridicule and dismiss call for
transformative change as idealistic, rainbows and unicorns, unaffordable and unattainable.
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To put harmful effects of status quo in the context of climate change, the cost of “business as
usual” in emission from growing industrialization worldwide powered by fossil fuel is creating
the same effect as the “hothouse” condition not seen since the dinosaur’s Cenozoic era. But if a
person’s livelihood depends on preserving the old fuel economy, then that person will likely shut
out scientific studies in favor of denial. Studies of human behavior by Kahneman and Tversky’s
revealed how our brain works with some remnants from our primitive survival instinct. The
person in denial might not be consciously aware that they are minimizing readily available facts
in order to preserve what they deem is necessary for them to survive. That is why pushing for
transformative change without providing an income security, or a foundation such as basic
income, could trigger forceful resistance to change. Instead of freedom from fear, there will be
anxiety and violent reaction against perceived threat of taking away one’s livelihood. Even if the
old economy is on the decline and unsustainable, a person cannot think clearly about the long
term when they have to worry about day-to-day basic survival.
In addition to having very basic necessities to live, humans tend to want to achieve more and
earn more — though the current system does not always make that possible. Special interest
groups will tend to lobby government for a more convoluted system than direct payment to the
people.
It takes a brave politician to introduce transformative changes. Lesson from universal health care
in Canada and medicare reform attempts in the U.S. have shown that sometimes the fiercest
opponents are established organizations like the insurance industry and American Medical
Association. Once universal health care passed in Canada and its benefits becomes apparent
without the supposed disastrous effects propagated by fear mongers, you will be hard-pressed to
find any medical professional who would allow roll back of the universal health care system.

Demagogue
When a large number of people face dim economic prospect, the consequence could be a highly
volatile and unpredictable political climate. Revolution could be ignited and quickly spread like
wildfire. History has shown that when the populace turn against “the establishment” no matter
how large the army or strong the fortress of the castle is, the “establishment” would fall. This
could usher in positive change or devolve into civil strife and the rise of despotic leaders and
false savior populist.
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Counter protest at Winnipeg’s General Strike
with anti-immigrant protest sign

Xenophobia and the blaming of immigrants often increases during times of economic hardship.
For instance, Winnipeg in Canada was a bustling city in the early 20th century. Just like Chicago
it is located in the middle of the country in an era when rail lines were the major means of
transportation. Winnipeg is a diverse city for its time with immigrants mostly from Europe. As
economic hard times hit, counter protest against workers strike shows signs of xenophobia and
hostility towards the immigrants blaming them for taking jobs away. Xenophobia and immigrant
blaming aside, the U.S. became a world’s economic powerhouse because it took in a lot of
immigrants, romanticized to this day through Ellis island and other entry points. Immigrants are
not just job “takers” but are often job creators. Immigrants have a fresh outlook and often seek
out opportunities with urgency leading lots of them to start a business.
Populist nationalist is just a symptom of growing xenophobia. But the “strongman” leaders often
do not have the interest of the people at heart. Although they often succeed in manipulating the
disenfranchised to join their cause with false promises tapping into the disenchantment with
establishment, these false populist often shun facts and scientific data. That is why they often
hate research data, academics and scientists. The burning of books and burning at the stake
during the Galileo era are status quo establishments trying to preserve their hold on power as
they felt threatened by changes to existing socio-economic and scientific order. There are
modern day more subtle equivalents in recent memory that have seen scientists muzzled, and
public information, research and records destroyed.
Xenophobia and scarcity mindset or sinking boat mentality are best prevented by having a
resilient and sustainable socio-economic policy like basic income.
White supremacists would also be the most ardent opponent of basic income. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. proposed basic income as an emancipation tool. White supremacists would think it is
imperative for them to keep people poor and marginalized — those inferior race or ethnic group.
They need to use them for slave labor, or in modern context below livable wage labor. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan believed that to be the case. A democrat that became top aide in the Nixon
administration, he helped get basic income (in the form of Family Assistance Plan) passed, but
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was repeatedly blocked by Senate. Moynihan voiced his frustration at the Southern politicians
who he saw as having interest in preserving the exploitative status quo.
Basic income would likely bring a chill to totalitarian politicians who prefer intrusive controls
and being able to manipulate the population. As social cohesion improves and cooperation
increases, malicious manipulation of people become harder.
Among the ultra-right wing and extreme left agitators are those who have lost all faith in the
“establishment”. They believe the only path forward is total demolition of current institutions.
They oppose basic income because it would not lead to “burning the house down” and “starting
fresh”. Such comments and lost of trust in government were not uncommon in social media right
before the 2016 U.S. election.
The COVID-19 crisis is said to likely bring great changes as the Great Depression and past world
war did. But let’s hope we don’t need to repeat the carnage of World War II before we introduce
our Grand Marshall Plan, a grand transformative strategy with basic income as the foundation to
built on. That our politicians do not need to be prompted by mass strike and chaos in the street
before they act. We will be better off with basic income and our economy and everyone will
become more resilient and self-sustaining. Basic income is a lifeline for ordinary people and
small business owners. Are we going to deny a lifeline to the many for fear of a boogeyman of
our own creation that throngs of homeless will consume it for drugs and be lazy?

Basic Income and Socio-Economic Issues
By now, those who have been following the basic income development know that it helps
resolve many socio-economic issues. These include:
• Elimination of food banks and reduced dependence on homeless shelters;
• Reduction in domestic abuses and mass murder/suicides;
• Reduction in mental health issues, hence substance abuses and addictions;
• Reduction in hospital visits, hence medical and health care cost;
• Giving workers freedom to retrain and choose their career than to work multiple jobs and
be stuck in low paying dead-end jobs, with no time for families nor for improving their
well-being and prospect;
• Allows for more work-sharing where people who choose to do side business or passion
projects can do so without worrying about not being able to make ends meet. Or retired
people forced to get back to work to meet their needs.
• Reduction to strain on criminal justice cost, whether it is court cost, enforcement
spending, or lower incarceration — which has a high per person incarceration cost;
• Absence of the work disincentivizing factors of welfare and CERB (or temporary relief
funds);
• Make economy resilient and able to quickly recover from any downturn. The net
beneficiaries of basic income are expected to spend most of it back into the economy (in
contrast to stimulus to top corporations or wealthy individuals who tend to hoard their
past subsidies and stimulus);
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Provide a natural ongoing efficient stimulus for the economy with increased purchasing
power from a wide base of consumers; Create a more shock-proof, vibrant and
sustainable economy with lesser economic inequality; The increased spending power
propagating to various industries, with increased entrepreneurship and growing
magnanimity.
Improved credit and ability to obtain loan for personal and business purposes; Increased
liquidity for small community or family businesses and organizations;
Serves as a paid sick leave support to provide continuous flow of income even for those
with longer term disability and illnesses. Unlike Ontario’s Disability Support Program
(ODSP) and other similar disability support and welfare, basic income is not lavish but
allows anyone who have lost income — for whatever reason — to survive and live with
dignity. The disabled supported by higher basic income or expanded health care for any
chronic illness.
Not only are people saved from losing their homes for inability to pay rent, the banks also
avoid liquidity problem. Bailout to latter than former might save the banks but will still
leave people out of home. Not saving the people when government can easily do so with
basic income would be abhorrent.
Improved economic and psychological resiliency for individual and businesses; Provide
more rainy-day funds or ability to re-build from any man-made or natural calamities, and
unplanned personal or local events; Save community businesses, built over years or
decades, from failing during period of COVID-19 or economic distress;
People are not judged for having low income no matter the cause. Including the stay-athome parents caring for kids, or caring for sick love ones and recovering from their own
illness or disability. Eliminate the need for a paternalistic and intrusive gatekeeping social
assistance systems, which often misjudge and vilify the vulnerable people and led to
people falling through the cracks; Everyone is treated humanely and people falling
through cracks are minimized if not eradicated.
Increased social cohesion and “we are in this together” mentality — helping society be
resilient in fighting pandemic, calamities, economic or other crisis.
Increased volunteerism — leading to increased resources and support for charitable
organization, long-term care homes, community services, and non-profit organizations;
Increased political and community engagement and participation;
Reduced world’s poverty and conflicts and radicalization of marginalized group;
A shift to new cleaner energy economy is upon us whether we like it or not. Those who
does not adopt will be left behind by countries or jurisdiction who does. The disruption is
expected to be worse than job displacement of NAFTA where basic income was
proposed (but never implemented) to hasten the blow to most Canadians. Not having
basic income while we face the imminent change in economy will be highly negligent
and with costly (financially and socially) repercussion for society.

If it seems like basic income solves a lot of problems, it is because a lot of societal problem were
caused by income insecurity and inequality. This is something we were warned about at the
dawn of the industrial revolution. Those warnings came with solutions through U.S. founder
Thomas Paine in 1795, and Henry George in his 1879 book “Progress and Poverty”.
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Grand Transformation Strategy
Basic income will not be complete without other measures in place, or being maintained in place,
to ensure it is not used as an excuse to exploit those with basic income, especially after its initial
roll-out. Centuries or decades of wrongs cannot be fixed overnight. Alongside basic income
should be a substantial grand transformation strategy. Measures such as:
• Continued innovation to produce affordable housing. Improvement in pre-fabrication or
other methods with the help of new technology and automation. Maybe an industrial
scale 3D printer will have a role to play. It is scalable and could help offer affordable
housing across the globe. But rent control will likely need to remain, especially at the
outset, as our interview with several of the Ontario’s pilot participants indicated, their
landlord took advantage of their new increased income to increase their rent. There is
also an option to supplement innovation and rent control with Land Value Tax (LVT), the
benefits of which was discussed as an option for paying for basic income.
• Basic income needs to come with a strong non-stigmatizing mental health and
rehabilitation treatment in our universal health care system. This would tackle the other
major precursor of social ills other than poverty — trauma. We should treat people with
invisible mental injury like we do for those with physical injury. Rehabilitation and
mental health care should be part of a two-pronged attack, the other being basic income.
• Create new employment opportunities and attract investment with policies that diversify
the economy and expand agricultural industry and new research and technology
development. With investment on new energy sources to support related data centers and
a robust infrastructure as backbone to new emerging economic engines. Opportunities
must be created for investment and businesses since relying on temporary infrastructure
spending will not create permanent jobs.
• Minimum wage should remain to ensure basic income does not become an excuse of forprofit companies to pay people slave wage or use it as wage subsidy. It should remain at
least until there is evidence that such predatory practices have become naturally
untenable and labor rights cannot be subjugated.
• Employment Insurance (EI) should also be maintained as an insurance contributed
through income earned as a means for lifestyle preservation. Basic income is just for
basic necessities and people with income beyond basic sustenance will likely need more
than basic amount to preserve their lifestyle. Or it could act as support for their needs to
help them transition and adjust in case of sudden job loss (e.g. loss of ability to pay
mortgages of existing higher valued property or defaulting on ongoing bills) could be
cushioned temporarily through insurance like EI. Also, bigger companies often have sick
leave benefits while smaller community businesses usually cannot afford similar benefits.
EI could be used as sick leave in cases where their employer or their status (e.g. gig
workers or precariats) does not have such benefits.
• Canada Pension Plan (CPP) and private company’s pension should also be maintained
and protected from bankruptcy, and from being tapped to cover government’s budget
deficit. Pension just like EI could act as lifestyle maintenance they have paid into with
their employment.
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Universal pharmacare and even dental care will ensure everyone, no matter their income
status (and whether they are small business owners and gig workers or not), will receive
benefit that currently only traditional full-time employees get.
An Open Data system to track budget and spending with near real-time automated update
(even if initial real-time data are unaudited and are labeled as such). The information
provided must have enough data granularity to make it meaningful. It should not be
simply a data dump. It should also be noted that with large information comes great
misinformation. Therefore, there should also be an acceptable standard of data and
information presentation and accessibility in the form of infographic that is easy to
understand, and free from partisan spin. Aside from completeness, the data must be
readily usable by a “commoner”. Something akin to accounting standards for auditing
publicly listed companies. This will increase government accountability and transparency
and remove the unaffordability myth often associated with introducing programs like
basic income. The information should include justification for decisions. Transparency in
decision-making is shown to improve trust in government regardless of the outcome. It
must be open source, whether it is contracted to a private company or open source
community. This will ensure no one company has monopoly on any future updates and
development. Ownership of the codes should belong to the public.
For non-universal basic income type such as NIT, the system must be designed for near
real-time update of income. With modern technology it is not impossible to have such a
system. But there is currently no monthly system in place. Canada have GST credits that
are disbursed quarterly but is based on last year’s annual income. The system must be
automated as much as possible reducing bureaucracy, red tapes, and complex or
expensive accounting. It could be automated from point of purchase and interfaced with
employer’s payroll system.
There is a cautious tale to be had on designing a new system. The Canadian $1 billion
Phoenix payroll system fiasco that still have not been fixed since 2009 caused
unspeakable pain to large numbers of public service employees. Lots of them have seen
their bills and rents or mortgages come due and being unable to pay them due to unpaid
salaries.
Day care should not be neglected as people should have the freedom to choose to
continue to work if they want to. Parents staying home to care for a kid must be a
personal choice rather than forced to do so because of the unaffordability of day care.
Investment and spending in daycare remain important as COVID-19 crisis has illustrated
when essential workers still need to work and most daycare were shutdown. Parents or
neighborhood pooling together could complement for-profit or government sponsored
daycare, by taking advantage of increased tendency and willingness to volunteers as part
of the observed effect of basic income. So those parents who choose to stay home to care
for their young kids could extend and offer their services to help their neighbors. This
could reduce strain on other daycare.
Instead of referendum that are often hijacked by well-funded disinformation campaigns, a
nationwide physical and virtual townhall nationwide is needed. This will serve as an
educational information sharing and public input forum to decide whether an NIT or UBI
forms of basic income will be adopted. The former just needs various bodies of
government to work together to streamline current inefficient system, and the latter
would involve a little sacrifice from the upper and super-wealthy portion of the
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population. Past attempts at introducing policy reform (such as Ontario’s electoral
reform) failed because government refused to disseminate information. This had caused
frustration from voters in that referendum who wanted electoral reform but did not
understand the options being offered to them. The well-funded disinformation campaign
also went unopposed.
Basic income does not solve all the problems, but it will be a tremendous help, even in cases
where income insecurity is not the direct cause. Traumatized people with invisible mental injury
is more able to cope and help themselves if they don’t have added anxiety from income
insecurity. People will be empowered to do better. As Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. said in speech
calling for a guaranteed income before he was assassinated, he predicted “economic
transformation where the poor is transformed to purchasers. Where psychological change is
inevitable from widespread economic security, and the dignity of individuals will flourish when
the decisions concerning his life are in his own hand. When he knows he has the means to seek
self-improvement, personal conflict between wife and children will diminish. And the unjust
measurement of human worth on scale of dollar is eliminated”.

The information presented here was collected for the documentary project “The Human
Condition: Survival”, an open movie basic income documentary project. To support the project
please donate through our platform https://BIGOpenMovie.com or volunteer your creative talent
to help complete the project.
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